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lareseot tliesis entitled •seme CoQtribatlons to the 
Theory of trigonomotrie ^ries* la the oateome of the researches 
earrled on by me ^Soring the eourae of last several years « It 
eoaslsts of eli^t chapter a. 
m Chapter t, I have given a risume of the^vork already 
done hy various other worlcers^vhleh are elosely associated vlth 
siy lovestlgatloQs and have shovn hov nev results hare heen 
obtained which extend or generallae the previous results* In 
Chapter 2 I have Investigated the pn^hlem of Courier effective-
ness for the general matrix i^) • Ch<^er 9 Is devoted to the 
study of the Fourier coefficient of ifunctlons belonging to 
certain ^afiscs* while chapter 4 deals vlth the Introduction 
of the new definition of the absolute summablllty with Indices 
and the study of the v^lous consistency theorems and their 
relations with IJorlixnd suiMablllty* In Chapter 5 I have proved 
a theorem on Triangular Method of SnoBaablllty which generalises 
certain result^ due to Slddlqi. m Chapter 6 X have obtained 
a theorem concerning the Fourier uiao tronsforms of aore general 
character than that of Cartman and l^lntner* The Chapters f and 
6 are devoted to the study of susmabUity factor of 
Fourier series m^ infinite series respectively. 
I w i ^ to express my Iscsense thanks to Or. jr, 4,@iddlql, 
Profess^ and Head of the Depertment of Hathematlcs and Statistics^ 
^igarh tluelim University, jaig&Fk who has generously shared his 
time with fB0 to suggtsti diseassi ooeAeBt md adirise on a 
Qiisilier of prot^eias which form tb@ eon teat of the present 
thesis* 2 m aXso iodehted to mf ooXIleagtte^ Dp* 
for his hexpfol sufigestioBs in patti'ag th@ ppesent thesis 
io its finail foro. 
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1»t The present thesis Is based on certain investigations 
of the ittthor into the theory of Fourier Aoalysis. Before 
giving a, reaisie of the earlier researches in the light of 
i^lch the present work has heen done I t se.ms desirable to 
state vjrious definitions and notations which the author wi l l 
require In the sequel. 
Definitions and Notation si 
Abel sumabilltyt 
A series 2 a^ j is said to be sumffiable by AbeX*s laethod 
or slaply suausable (A) to s i f the series S aj,x® is 
convergent in <0 ^ x < 1) and 
m 
Uffl Qf(x) « Ilm ^ a„3t« « s* • 
x *1 -o x -1 -0 0 
ffie series S ag Is said to be absolutely sa'atnable by 
Abel»s method or suniaiable Ia? I f 0(x) Is of bounded variation 
l . e , i f 
^ t 
J i Cf*(x) fdx < mi 
0 
jlince 0(x) Is of bounded variation in (0,1) i t follows 
that lliB €f(x) s s exists and hence we have the inclusion 
1-0 
relation 
f A » C C A ) . 
• Abel, H.H» [1] 
Whit taker, 
2 
However, the converse I s not trae# I t is also well known 
triat convergeace and suGsaafellity arc indepeodent oT 
each other*^« 
Similarly the series S Qq is said to be summable 
I At-Y 'ki fc ^ U 7 is a real number, I f S a|,x° i s 
convergent in 0 5 x < 1 and i ts saa-function 0(k} satinfies 
the condition 
1 k-kV-l k t 
! <Ux) J0« Cx) J dx < CO . 
0 
For ^ a 0 we get smamability lAtt, defined earlier 
f 
by Plett i I t i s clear that sumiQability lAf 01^ is the same 
as sunimability (A' • 
Suffi®ability (A) is regular i . e . i f a series tl aj, 
converges to s then i t i s also sumiaable (A) to s. Similarly 
stynmabllity 3 fAf i s absolutely regular, i »e , absolute 
convergence of "Z aQ Itaplies sumaability I A' of S a j^. 
^es^o ^iKBabllity i Let the sequence [A^J ]^ 
defined by the relati«»is 
n « ( t-x)* '^ E SqX®, Q n 
S Aq^  X <l-x) ^ , 
* Prasad, B,N. [281 $ WhittaJcer, J.M. [351 
t Flett , T.M. 18] 
t P let t , T.M.[?] 
3 
where < > -1 and s^ i s the partial sum of a 
given Inf inite series S . 
We write 
< 
• « 1, « 1 • cr^ » V 
where (F^ i s called the n Cesaro mean of or'ler <# 
®c 
I f lltQ » s, we say that the series's sl i s 
n-»co " 
samaable by Cesaro laean of order «C or simple siamable 
(Cf<) to s* 
The series i s said to be strongly sua i^able (C,1) to s 
or simply suaanable [C , l ] to s i f 
n 
U I Sv - » ' = o(ii), as n t» . 
VssO 
I t is said to be bounded [ c , l l I f 
n 
Z I Sv ' = 0<o), as n - 00 
VaO 
on the other hatid i f 
n 
S I f a O(log n) , B - at); 
then % an i s said to be bounded [ r , log n , l j « 
I f Cjj i s a sequence of bounded va^'iatioa; that i s to 
say, i f 
4 
Ci.a^n t »(rQ - * < 
we Say that r. a^ is auaaable < > - I * , 
I f < « 0 4n the abov»© d e f i n i t i o n v e get eonvirgeneo 
and absolttto convergence respectively, Ifc i g easy to soe 
that suaaaMlity JC^I teplies sumaaMlity (C/<). 
I t i s aleo ve i l known that 
(c,<) c ca) ena rc»«<i c iai . 
The following consistency relations hold for those 
methods of su.^ahillty, 
(Cf<)c ^ X > -1, 
IC^f C ^ > < > , 
If 
CI^I^S) n^-'' Jcr^ - i < CO; 
t 
we sa? that the aeries a^ i s sumaahle r C ^ > ^ ^ 1 »< 
Similarly i f 
(ki^M^I)! < ^ < T. n r 0 - V l I < 
say that ihc series S a^ i s sum^able 'V ^ where 
Ic > f , «< > -1 and ^ l « a real nuaber ^ 
• Kogbstltantz, [ ls ; 
t F let t , T.^, [7l 
t P i e t t , T.H. [0] 
5 
FrosB the above ceflnitil?xi It follows that IC^^Ofj^ i s 
the same as sumaiablllty vhlle tC|«C(^ i s the aame as A 
the simmability IC,<<! • I t ts known that the stiunniablllty 
IC,<I and surnmabllity k > 1 af®, In geacrf l , 
independent of each other, 
ct \ Let denote the n''*^  Cesaro mean of order < of n 
the seqaeace [n a^J ^  then by virtue of the followlag 
identity 
C * - ) ; 
we observe that condition (U2,1) i s equivalent to 
Z 2 — < ® , n 
while condition (US, 2) is equivalent to 
f T^" f^ 
.0 
Fvowv c.ft-wDX/3'te/v>e-<j. ve-iflLtv-p-w) 
In partioulAr, i t follows, taking «< a 0, thijt 
eujiLttabllity (C^ ) i s regular while suiasaability l<l/<l i s 
absolutely regular. 
Horlund Sumaabilitv. 




Pg S pjj;, p^, a p.^ » 0 » 
6 
Fof a sequence (Sg) we 
° - t : Jo ' 
I f It® ^^ w® sey that ?! a- Is saam&ble by H^lunS Q^ j^o n « 
means to b or simplf Bmmsthle (^^Pg) to s* • 
The necess^y aiKi sttf f icl^tt coMitifms for tha^  motfeod 
Oh PQ) ^^ reguliS^ are 
lim —SL s 0 ; 
D t 
^ I p, I ® 0 ( tp „ i ) n-^oo ] 
Vs 0 ^ ° 
A series r ^ i s sal^ to be absolutely sumsjible by 
Horlund meafis of ai^ply samaable 'H^pgi, i f ^tg^ i s a 
eequeoce o ' boundied variaticm i . e . i f 
A seriosS is said to be Haraonic ©ioma^ Jle to 
suia 8 i f 
1 0 t 
l la a lim S — — — a, a fi 
a^QS « n - a log(B^f) kao ^ 
* Horian^, [853substantially the same definition was also 
, given by wornoi, G* P. [57J, 
1 Hardy, [93 
tMcradden, L. ISOJ 
** Riesz, M. [SI] 
7 
affid i t Is Salts to be absolutely Haraonlc sumaable If Lg 
is of bounded variation. 
I t i s easy to see that Harmonic summability is 
equivalent to sumniability (N, — ) and s io i lsr ly 
n* 1 
absolute Harmonie sifflnsability i s equivalent to suffmabllity 
I N , — t . 
n-f 1 
I f wo take = ii^  , < > 0 the Horlund me ios 
(K, Pq) reduce to (C,<) means. 
{H»k> Suaaiabllity t 
Iiet 
X S n k ® 
(1 • . . . • JL^ to 00) a s bfc 
n 
k be iny a p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r and l e t ^ ^ « = B^ „* Whenever 
r=:0 • 
n ^.n-r^r 
•g i converges to a l l a l t s as n (30| we say 
t h a t I s f i l i s sumra&ble t o s by HaTiaonlc means o f o rde r k and 
we w r i t e s^ •• s ( H , k ) a s n ® » f h e c a s e k = 1 I s the 
o r d i n a r y Harmonic summabi l i ty d e f i n e d above • 
method of sammabilitv t 
The most general method of sumTsability on .sequence*to«> 
sequence transforruation i s that of A method. 
8 
Let A e < ^^ inf in i te mtr l x of real or 
eoiplax numtjers, seuch that for a l l a 
aad 
Od 
( l i ) Z I'T^n lcl < 
For a given inf inite series S l e t 
oo 
« "^ n^k % a « 0,1,2, . . . . 
I f lim e s, we say that S u is susiraablo ( A ) 
a CO ® 
t o s. The regularity ccxiditioos of sunmbllity ( A ) are 
lim ^ « ir ® 1 for a l l k, n -.oa 
oo 
S I ^ K for every n , 
irtxyr 
tokinre 
a 0 k > a , 
9 
theii the method A* i s called triangular. I f , in particular, 
we take 
« — » 
D 
with Pjj a s where fis^]!® a sequence of real or 
complex ouT.bers, then we get the IJoriund's acthcd 
A sequence fs»]ca? a series T. u with partial sua a »> n n 
i s said to be absolutely suaaahle by triangular method <A*> 
^^ [^bI ® sequence of bounded by variation, that is to 
say^if 
00 
S J t„ « . I < ® , 
where 
0 
t„ a S A'A - q^ K. 
. . 1;3 Let f { t ) be a periodic function of period 
aytjd integrable in the sense of Lebesgue over the interval 
i ^ f v ) * Let the Fourier series of f<t ) be given by 
a ® cx> 
(1,3.1) f < t ) • y, (sn cos nt * b^ sin nt) = T. An<t>, 
8 1 ^ " o \ 
We write 
0 ( t ) « - L [ f U f t ) + f(x-.t) - Sf(x)J, 
00 




^<t> a J tH'<U)iatt. 
0 
TJae ( A ) means of the above Fourier series Is given 
by 
(1.3.2) (T^ix) « • ^ "Xjj (ajj cos kx • bjj sin Tex) 
8 1 
1 - if 
U I Hx*t} Kn(t)dt, 
V i - r 
vhere 
« I COSkt . 
The matrix (A) Is said to lie Fourier e f fect ive i f 
(TjjCx) tends to f<* ) at a l l points of Lebesgue set a»<J uniformly 
to f ( x ) in an interval# where f ( x ) i s eontinuous. 
We denote by C^ ®^  the class of 8ir - perlodio functions 
vhlbh are is-tiffies dif ferentlable. Given any positt/e 
sequence {Mgj} t denote by C {^jj^} the class of all 
2r • periodic infiniUely dif ferentiable functions f ( x ) 
such that 
i t <x> r < A Mn, , t « t < f ) . 
11 
1.4 Concernitig the Four ier - effectiveness of ) 
* n 
matrix, Hll le aQ<3 laBarkin j^ roved the following theoreau 
ffaeprea t^ 
U ) 
<i i ) 
( i l l ) 
( IV) 
^ ' Pn ' 0 n 
' Pn 
n 
Z k t p 
^ 




I j V 
Ic 
then the method (SifP^) i s Poorier-effective. I t i s easily 
seen that < i i i ) and ( i ) imply ( i i ) while ( i ) i t se l f i s a 
regularity condition. 
I t may be observed that these conditions are sufficient 
but not necesstffy for the method (HipQ)tobe Fourier - e f fec t ive , 
Hifcolsky^ extended this result by proving the following 
theorem for triangular matrices and obtained a set of 
conditions which both necessary and sufficient, JTis 
theorem is as follows* 
theorem B> Let A « ( ^ xi^ Ts) ^ ® triangular matrix of 
real ot complex numbers suiih that n,1» ii,n 
• Hi l l e , S and Tfisast^ kin, ^.D. [12] 
t Nikolsky, S.M. [SI] 
12 
are convex or concave lor a l l fixed values of n, then the 
necessio^y and suf.lcient conditions t&p the method A* to 
be Fourier-effective are 
<i) lim ^ „ . s 1, k a 1,a,3i 
(11) I . < c , 
(ill) I ? J L B i I — t < c 
test n - k-».i 
However,it was noticed that this theorem. In general, 
does not include that of HlUe and Tamarkin. with a view 
to generalise their theorem and that of Ulkolskjr, for the 
sufficiency Case; Sa. • Hagy* la 19S0 estabUahed the 
following result i 
Theorem C» I f 
(1) 11® . 1 
n - a » 
kaO ian< 
( i i ) ^ ( s ) I A n,k ' < C , 
i-k 1 » 
then A^ method is Fourier • ,effective. 
In chapter I I we extend the result of Sz.-Nagy 
t 
• Sz**Nagy| B. {34] 
the result of this chapter has already been published in 
Indian Journal of Mathematics 6(1965), pp,25«30. 
13 
by obtaining sufficient conditions for the general matrix <A)* 
1.5 A number of theorems on Fourier - coef f ic ients 
a^, bjj of Srr • periodic functions f ( t ) belonging to 
classes Llp«<f I i p « , p ) > BV.^  etc. are well knovin For 
exaffipl© i f f ' ( t ) € Up < , then 
^ = OCn*"^), 0 - ® . 
* 
Con8i<Sering converse problem Lorentg raised the question 
as to what eonditions should bes^^isfied by the Fourier 
coef f ic ients in order that the generating function of the 
FouHfier series^ under consideration, may belong to 
Up «C , I . i p « ,p ) or Wf • In this direction he obtained 
a number of inequalities involving the Fourier - coef f ic ients 
which give sufficient or necessary conditions that the 
function may l^long to one of the^ classes, na»tly 
Lip Iiip(<>p), Mv or • For instance Lorent^i has 
proved the following theorems 
Theorem I f ti%) belongs to Lip < and < > -1. J— 
p a 
< 0 < p < S ) , then 
t 
CO n n c 
51 ( I a^r • f b „ n P < 
I f f ( t ) is a function of bounded variation we write 
f<t> € B7 • 
•Lorentz, G.G. Li7J 
14 
In cjsaptep I I I we obtain conditlcais on Fourier coef f ic ients 
whiclj characterize the class C® or C {Mj^]. 
1,6 Absolute Borland sufaaabili^ty of in f in i te series 
has l!>een studied in considerable detai ls by Hc?adden*« He has 
obtained various inclusion theorems for sumraability 
fC,1l and summability UU With a view to generalize 
some of his results we have introduced in chapter 17 a new 
defii i it ion of summability l/\ f with par^eter i r , i aid < • 
thus we shall say that a series? S a^ with partial 
sum S|j i s summable I A»7| § r > > 0 and < > 1 
nal ® 
whefe d€<-»otes the means of the sequence ^s '^J i . e . 
* 
and ( ^ tri^gjgular matri^ x . 
I f w© consider the special caae r a 1, o ' s O w e find 
that sumfflability l A i 0, i s the same as summability l A l 
and which reduces to summability »N,p^t i f we take 
" " J 
» 0 k > n • 
• McFadden, L . [20] 
15 
On the other hand i f we consider 
s in the above summabiXity 
where \ , n by the relations t 
3 0 jj. ® 
(1 • J L * J L • • - 5 — . . . ) a E b^ 
s 3 ineo 
apd 
n 
^ b- , a Bj, ^ we get generalization of 
raO 
the suiBiaabllity n^eXy we obtain smmabiXity 
t H,k,7'i • After introducing new definition of summabiXity 
in the ssffie chapter a number of results on suismabiXity 
been obtained which generalizt some of the 
resuXts of McPadden** 
Imf In 1938 Hardy and LlttXewood^ gave the folXowing 
convergence criterion for a Fourier aeries at a point. 
theorem I f 
(1.7#1) ^^^^ ® ^^ — L — ) , as t - 0 , 
log ! i - l 
t 
• McFadden, U [S30] 
f Harc^, O.H. and LittXewood, J.E* [lOj 
asd 
<1#?*8> Ajj(x) « ©a cos n% • sin nx = oCa-®), C < 8 < 1, 
as n ® I then ttes Fourier series of f ( t ) f at t « x, 
converges to f (x )* 
In 194S Iyengar* proved that ( t - ^ . l ) alona nuffices 
to ensure the sUJamaMlity (H) of the Fourier series 0f f < t ) , 
at t » x» to f(x)«^ This result of Iyengar was la*:er on 
genffa iiaed by siddiqi^ in the shape of the following 
theorem. 
Theorem P> I f 
t 
<^(t ) a o '^ 'III, ) , as t - 0 t 
X08(-L, 
then the Fourier series of f ( t ) , as t a x , is suaomable (H), 
The object of Chapter V Is to genery.ize Uhecrem P 
by establishing a theorem on triangular osethod of sumaabiXity* 
Since susajsabiiity <H) i s a f e c i a l case of sumaablXity (/\), 
i t follows that Theorem P i s a particular ease of our 
theorem, 
1.8 Let f ( x ) be a non-negative monotonic function which 
tends to 25»-ro as x trends to inf in i ty defined on the open half 
line X > 0 and behaves as x 0 in such away uhat 
• Iyengar, K.S.K. [t4] 
t Siddiqi, J* A. LSa] 
17 
1 
( I . S . t ) J X fCjc>dx < ® 
•0 
(so that f ( x ) need not* be bounded). I t i s known thjit 
under svich cocdltions the improper lotegral , 
• 0 
(t,8»2> F<T) a I f ( x ) Sin Xt dx 
•0 
converges, 
Xt i s eas y to see that i f t > 0 is f ixed, then the 
above Integra (1«a«2) can be written in the form 
a^ j - a^  • a^ ••• where either a^ « a^  0 
or 
(1-6-3) a^ ^ a^^t - 0 
© a 
Hence P<t) « 53 (-1) a > 0 . 
fhtts we observe that 
(1.8.4) F ( t ) > 0 for 0 < t < 00 , 
except when f<x) !» 0 • 
Since the above ©ssumptions on f ( x ) imply that 
lim P ( t ) 
t-^O t 
> 0 , 
18 
Hartffif^ and Wintner* observeoi that the condition ( U 8 . 4 } 
Can be substantially refined, fhey proved that 
F ( t ) <0 
lim — a J X f (x)dx . 
t - 0 t 4.0 
Xn dhlipter 71 we prove a more general theorem. 
1#9 concerning the absolute summability factors of 
a Fourier series^Prasad^ had proved the followlhg theorem 
fheorem G» I f be any one of the following sequence 
<1,9.1> (Clogn)"^*^], [ ( l o gn ) * ' ' ( log l o g o ) . . . . . . . 
A A ^ 
{ ( log n)"Mlog log n)""' ••• (log log log . . . log^nfji^J >0 
then 
wh-ere 
S > suamable fAt at every point t a 
t 
(1,9.2) I \ 0(u>ldua 'o(t) ^ t - 0 . 
I zm i and Kawat^ extended Theorem 0 in the following 
foriB ; 
• H&rtfii^, P. aftd wintner, A. [11J 
t Pi-asad, B.N. tig-J 
Izumi, S. and KiWgta, T. 
19 
Theorem a;, be a convex sequence such that 
A E - < CO then l t A n ( t ) A I s summable fA? at every 
Q •• M 
point X where (1.9.2) holds. 
In 1948 Cheng* establl^ed a generalization of 
Theorem G by replacing sammabliity lAJ by the ip;im!:oability 
tC,«CJ« He proved the following theoreffl:-
Theorem I. i s any one of the sequenced<1.9.1) and 
(1.9.8) holds then A^ix} is summable IC,*<I, < > 1 . 
In 19S4 Pati^ proved the following theorem which 
incliKiesjas a particular case^all these previous results. 
Theorem J. ® convex sequence such that s -2L. < 09 
and (1.9.2) holds, then ^ j j Aq(x) i s summable iC^f for 
every < > 1. 
The question whether < can be replaced by 1 in Theorem S, 
even for special kind of convex factor sequence^ remains however, 
open. Althou^ in 1941 Chow'^  had proved the i(esuit that I f 
^Tijj] sat is f ies the condition of theorem J then Z Ajj(t) ^^ 
is summable 1C,11 almost everywhere. The set of points 
involved in Chow's Theorem is the set of points at which 
* Ch^ng, M.T. [S] 
t P a t i , T. 
fchow^ H.C. U ] 
20 
(1.9.3) I ( s . ( x ) - f ( x ) )® a o(n), 
v»o " 
J} and i t is known that ( t .9.2) doeis not necessarily 
imply <1.9.3) when the function f { t ) Is iuit intearable (L ) . 
I 
In this <3lrecticin Heiang has recently proved the 
following theorem in vhlch he has iJ&posed ^^dltlonal 
restrictions on 0 ( t ) to obtain IC. I I tammability of S Aq 
where « — 1 — ^ , € > 0 • He obtained the following 
theorem. 
fheorea K. I f 
^ t 
« I « 0< — f . ) f as t - 0, 
0 log 




i s soaimable fc , l t Por every € > 0 * 
In Chapter VII we have goneralized the above result 
of Hsiang for suamabillty iC,lt . In theorem 1 of this K 
Chapter we have shown th^,t the corresponding series i s 
si^^able whenever 
^ ( t ) a 0( i ^ ) , k > 1 . 
(log 
t 
' ' i Il Mil I ijlll M 
• Hsiadg, P.C. [13] 
21 
I t ffiay be observed that our theorem Includes the above 
theorem of Hsiaog for k « 1. whllei when k > 1 our condition 
ts lighter than the cjorresponding condition of Hslang. In 
Theorem S ve hav^ shown that the factor . ' can 
( log 
be replaced a genrql class of factors 'X(t ) ^ 
which satisf ies certain conditions. In Theorera>3 and 4 we have 
stated the simllior results for conjugate Fourier series* 
2» I t i s vei l known that sumssability IC,lf implies 
suaaability ^C,!"] but the converse i s not, in general, true% 
Heoce the questiona^J^ises as to what type of factors can be 
IC,H suuaability factors of series which are only 
summable • attempt to give an answer Pi^i^ 
proved the following theorem* 
Theorem I f S ag i s sumraable tCtl ] i s a convex sequv 
ence such that is < ^ then z i s sveoniable ICylU n n 
Re a l ^ inoieated that the result remains true i f 
simply djj i s boujided 
Later on sunouchi^ obtained a general theorem concerning 
sumasability. He proved the following theorem. 
* wtano, [sej 
"t Pati,!. [ s i ] 
^nouehi, 0. 
22 
THg(BgM> I f 
Q < < 
>2 * " * ® n) , n - a, 
then the series 
1 
00 flr 
^ g , € > 0 
Bag ( logn) '*"^ 
Is saaffliabl© !G|«<<t *< ^ 0 • 
Since i f a series i s bounded i t ts also bounded 
log n j l l^ Patl* deduced from the abofe theorem of 
8anott6hi that i f S is bounded logi|, l ] ] then 
( log n)^ "^^ 
i s sommabXe fC«li • In the same paper he showed that this 
result remains true for a vlder class of sequences • He 
proved the following theoresu 
THEOBEt^ , I f s ajj i s bounded ^R, leg n,l3 and is 
a convex sequence such that t < » then z a^/\n 
sommable tc | 1 t. 
This result w^s subsequently generalized by Mazhari" 
for sujffisability WtHf^t ^ ^ proved the following 
theorem. 
• Pati , f . 
"VMaahar, S.M* Tisl ( The same theorem wus also obtained by 
Mishra, B.B, <8g) • 
23 
_ SamJL _ 
Z S E I B L ' ^ I f y/\ i i s a convex sGqueoeeAthat B — < « / . D 
GQd k 
n isv« 
— a o a o g o ) , n - a s ( k > ! ) 
then s a^ A u i s eutaaabls iCjllj^ « 
'i^e^ovea that i f ^AqJ i s a convex sequence sucl% that 
^ a < ® QBfi 
n It 
Q I Sv ( 
s « OUog 0 » o - « t ^ V 
where [V^] i s a positive non-tJecreasing i^qaence such that 
f ± i i s a convex sequ^noe and Q 
Bo^ n iog n A - L a o ( t ) , n " *®^ 
then 2 i s soameble 
I t i s evident tliat I f we talte ^q »1 ve get ths result 
Of Ka{gha3P» which is the gsnoraliaation of a l l the previous 
results of Pati • On ths other; hand i f we tako^^j « ( log n)*^, 
*C > e aa4 ife St 1 otfp theorem generalizes the following 
theoifem of l^asadl and Bhatt* • 
r 1 •> ^n tHScatlH V* ('^n is a convex sequence such that V, —— < ® 
and 
n -
^ » s^ • St = 0 [ hdos ay j f < > 
tlwn the series 
iu^ « 
^ i s sumaiable IC,1U 
{log(n+1)) 
• l^assd, 6* 17* and Bhatt^ [30] 
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CHAPTER I I 
OS fomim - EFFECTNS MATOIX 
1, i e t A n be an Inf inite matrix of real or 
complex oofflbersj sach that for a l l tt 




For a given inf inite series S U|,, l e t 
CO 
6- ^  
kaO n ° fi % t n « 0,1,2, 
I f lim n ® s, we say that s u i s summable ( A ) to s* 
n-co ® 
The regularity conditiona of summability ( A ) are 
1 
(1.3) lim >n.k » 1 tor a l l k, 
09 
(1.4) Z S K 
k»0 • 




n,k ® ^n,k ^ < 
« 0 k > n. 
25 
then A « ( ^ . ) is called a trlangul ^r inatrlx with 
I f ,, « k < n and - 1 rifiE .oc 
* 
then A matrix red icec to that of Similarly I f we 
take 
n 
with Pjj^  w S Py Is a or coaplex 
laosibers, then t^ fe get matrix^ 
2, I^ et f<x) be a psrlodic ftmctl«m with period 2m and 
integrabl© In the f^eense of Lebesgue over the Interval (•ir,v) 
and l « t 
1 
(8.1) f ( x ) ' - ' - ^ ^^ ^ X ^^^ 
toe i t s assoeiated Fourier series, then the (A) means of the 
Foarier^s series (?.,1) i s given by 
1 ®® 
(2.2) cr^(x) « ao • J (ajfe cos kx ^^  bj^  sin kx) 
1 IT - oa 
» ~ 2 V ^ cos ]R { t -x )^ t 
rr •IT k=l ^ 
« — r f ( t ) fc ( t •x )dt 
31 




r <t) e -1. • S T^n.k cojl kt 
« 2 t 
We say that the aratrix A i s Foariar - e f fect ive I f 
(ro(x) - fix) at a l l points of I,ebe^gue set a»cl uniformly to 
f (x) in an interval where f ( x ) i s ctontlnuous. 
Conirerniag the Fourier-effectiveness of (Nipg) 






i i ) a I Pa » 
Q 
i i i > Z k Ipfe - p,.^- I 
ka1 
II i Pk * 




< q » PB « , 
then the method (ll,pg) i s Poorle^-effective. 
Since 
nlp-J = S (ktp. t - . (k -DI pw .1) 
tosi * 
t Hille, and Ta^arkin,J.D. [ii] 
27 
n 
< s k ip • p i • y. ipj^  . 
< o<p^) 4. o(p^) « , 
by Virtue of ( i ) and ( i i l )# Thei?efo?e we observe that 
condition ( i i ) i s superfluous • Also Xf ve assuioe that 
<N,pjj) method i s regular then condition <i) being a regularity 
condition, is automatically satisfi<?d. 
tt may be observed that these conditions are suff ic ient 
but not necessary for the laethod to be Fourier-effective, 
SikolcBky::'^ extended this result Xy proving the following 
theorem for A* « ( tsatrix^ and obtained a set of 
conditions which are both necessafy and sufficient-. His 
theorem i s as foUowst 
Theorem B. Let A* s { ^ v ) be a triangular matrix of real 
or complex numbers such that n,n 
convex or concave for al l fixed values of n, then t l » necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the method A to be Fourier-
e f fect ive are 
Ci) lim n.k ® ^ ® •.Kit 
D"* ® 
Cii> < ^ 'n^k' < C; 
t Uikolsky 7, 8*f* 
28 
(111) r I -LM— r < c . 
However i t vas observed that this theoreo, in geDcrali 
does not incli»3e that of Hl l le and Taiaarkin. With a view to 
generalize their theorera aad that of Nikol s ky, for the 
sufficiency case Sa.- Sagy^ estahllshed the following re suit j 
Theorem C« I f 
(i> lim "X* « 1 
< i i ) 
kaO 1 • 
then A* method is Fourier•effective. 
In this Chapter we extend the result of Sz-HaJiy W 
obtaining sufficient cooditioas for the general ma<irlx ( A ) 
to be Fourier-effective. 
In what follows we estabiiirfi the following theoremi 
Theorenu I f 
(4.1) V<n-.k) ( S • ? 
kaO l«n.k 1 kan 
( s < A 
l=k.Q-».1 i 
f^r All n. then the regular mRtriy ( A ) i s Pourj.er>effeetIve. 
t Kagy, B 
^ A i s a coastc^t, not secessarily the same at «ach occurrence. 
The following leinmas w i l l he required for th© proof 
of the theoremi 
29 
ITDder the hypothesis of th(> theorem, we have 
05 
Urn S I Q j^ i a 0 
Q k«0 
Proof, Qlveo r > Of we can find q a q(r ) such that 
P 1 
tj > r for a l l p > q and » < r , then for n > max<af2r), 
ism i 
we have for v a [o/s] 
n 






> (k+t) r ^ k < -1 
2 
> (n.k) r < k < a-r 
• 2 • 2 • -
> r n-k+i< k< n - 1 
and 
<S.2> (k-n+1)( -z 
isk-R-f 1 
1 ( k - W ^ r ^ r 
n^-Do 
k 
k ^ n 
n^r < k < ® 
Prom (5,1) , (5.S) and <4,t ) , we ijave 
. I 
CO r*1 
I A < 2 r A . I 
kaO * ka 0 
30 
« O-t & « g 
• ^ S (n-k)( Z 4 . ) l A 
r kar ^ 
£ ® 2 
r - t 2 A 
k « 0 
A Given € > 0 , we choose r so large that ~ < i/2 r 
and then choose a so large that by virtue lim 7\ q v a 1, 
for a l l k, ve have 
< 
so that 
® 2 tj JA . I < € for large n. 
Hence the ressalt . 
Lemma 2* 
1 0 
I^t D^<t) a — • B COSVt 
H 2 1 
and J, (k4 l ) t 
— k sin® — g — 
0 2 t 
g sin 
2 
1 - cos(k*1)t 
2 sinS ^ 
31 
timt t&T H n, m have 
w / n* 8 
I I • Mtty m < f k*sf A* Aiog — -
0 ^ ® ** ^ I te-tt f 
iSmi* Since 









( I it-n I 0 < t ^ 
kwt) S ^ — ^ ^ < ^ ^ 




t® f k - a t • 
< t < If 
*F0 have 
ir Q ^Ic S 
r ! M. ( t ) . M < Atk^ai • All£-a» log — 
0 ^ ® • l l i -nt 
. (o • k • S) ) 
w A 'k-O I > t • iog I / • 
1 I & • a i j 
this . prows t l^ lesma • 
Zi 
PgQof of the theoreqi* In order to i prove the the<wf€HB 
ws ^ a l l f i r s t of a l l bhow that condition (4.1) Impliesi tht 
foilowings 
(6.1) f Kj,(t)dt a 1, 
(6.2) I i Kn(t)ldt < A, 
0 
(6.3) Ma* f Kn(t) r - 0» 0 < S < -fi , 
as n ® • 
proof of (6«1>> By integrating (2.3) over the interval 
(-IT,if), the result follows} the term by teria Integratitm 
being justi f ied by virtue of the <jonditlon (1.S). 
proof of (6>5>. We have for any n and k and H > k| 
H 
Uk 
By virtue of the conditions (1*2> and (1,4) i t follows that 
tXsOf by repeated partial sunaoation 
33 
1 - J ' 
Hen^e, hf f i r s t part of (S , i ) aod <4.t) , we have 
<6.4) tvAX^^^i < 
V»1 Q , p 
< t • H 4. 2 B (0-k) ( - i - ) l A I 
kaO i Ufk 
< A . 
Ho^i b^ two pei'tial ^i^taatloQs* 
® 2. 
koO ^ 
sioce Cor t ^ 0, » 0(1)t as k ^ • 
Also as 
Max t ^ - i - cosec® S (8 0 ) . 
tr ^ 2 
hy Lema ly the result follows* 
39 
Proof of t6.m. sinco 
V-1 g K-1 C ^ 
v*1 g ® 
» tS H^A A 
k»0 
80 that 
I fK«(t)(<it < wf I M. (t)d1;+ ? * 
0 ° - Q k jj^v 
• 1,2 • Lgt Jiajr . 
Since 
f Mj5<t)<lt a JL ( k f l ) , 
fi 
L. « 0 < Z aO( l ) . 
as proved io (6»45» 
Alfio 
o^o^DtA;^^^ o<-VIAP^JJ^^O a 0(1}, 
W <6.4> • 
3 j 
From Lerana S, we have 
w 
I J Mj^ Ct) « idt 
f<n«k)U + A log J l i l ] < A<n.k) I n > k, 
< fi-k J ian«k ^ 
l o g j < A(k.ii+1) I • 
i- k-DvlJ lak-Bt-1 ^ 
Therefore 
m 
L n z ! Mj-<t>.M^(t)ldt 2 IjjjV rt W 
kaV 0 
• ! JM. ( t ) . K <t) fdt 
B i s 
« A S <n-k)< ^ 
ktaV i«R.k i • 
® k 4 8 
• a s <k-n+t>c s 
kstn llak-n-H ^ • 
< A, by the hjrpothesls. 
How we proceed to show that conditions 
are sufficient for the ( A ) matrix to be Fourier-effective. 
We have 
O-g(x) - tU) « I [ fCx+t)^f (x-t ) .2f (x) ] lC^(t )dt 
« L I 0<t) Kn(t)dt , 
ir 0 
36 
where (p(t) « f^(x + t) • f(x*t)-2f(x )]• 
The unlfofo convergence of cr^ ^Cx) to f<x) in an interval, 
where f ( x ) Is continuous, follows by virtu© of the condition 
(t>»2) 9>n4 and the following ins quality, 
j I (?<t)Kjj(t)dt i < I 
> Max I (^t)i J |<?(t)|dt. 
E<t < . 0 
To prove cowerg^ce of Vj^Cx) at every point of a 
Iiebesgue set, that Is to say at every point, ^ e r e 
t 
# ( t ) e I I f(s)| as « o ( t ) , as t -•O^ 
We observe # ( t ) < e t for 0 < t < aM c > 0, Also i t 
can be seen that [K^Ct)j has a deereaslng aajorant K^ ( t ) 
such that 
f * t 
I ( t )4 t < C ; 
0 ^ 
Hence we have 
S Z I i <|(t)^ (t)atj < I i f(t)i ^  (t)dt 
Now « ? § ( t ) K^^Ct)/^- X§> ( tMf -1^* ( t ) ] 




i I 0(t)K0(t)<lt i i € I K*(t)dt 
0 0 » 
s € • 
Also for suffieieatly large values of n we laave 
ir if 
I ! km fir(t)<it I < Max m„(t)t f r0(t)dt 
< Cg €. 
we have, therefor©, 
I f m > Kn(t><it I < (C^ •Cg) € 
^80 € la aPbltr^y hence the result follows. 
t* The following theorems are the direct consequences 
of our QaiQ theorea. 
Theorem U A necess^y an<3 sufficient condlticns In order 
that (2.1) be a Fourier S^ les of continuous function in the 
interval «•) i s the uniforta convergence of • 
TheOTem A necessary and sufficient condition in order 
that <2»1> be a Fourier Series of a function belonging to 
class Xt<->ir» ir} i s that 
ar 
lim J r ff* Cx) - <J"n(x) idx a 0 • 
iB,n-*<» 0 
38 
I f i s the Fourier series of fix), then 
Xila r - f<*>i dx « 0. 
n-oo 0 " 
theorem 3* A necessary and sufficient cc»}ditioa in order 
that (8.1) toe a Courier Series of bounded function i s the 
uniform boundedness o f < x ) » n 
fhe<^rea 4« a necessary and sufficient c(Edition in order that 
<Stt) be a ^ourier-st ie lt jes series i s that 
Sir 
I I dx a 0<1) . 
0 
Theorem 5> a necessary and sufficient condition that ( 8 * 1 ) 
be the Fourier Series of a function belonging to Lip < , 
0 < < ^ If i s that should belong to Lip«C uniformly 
in -jUi 
CHAPTER I I I 3 9 
01? THE FOOBI^ COEPPICIEMFS OF DLF^ PE^ E^RTLABLE FTJLFCTIONS 
n Let f ( x ) be integrabie la the sense of Lebesssie In 
(0,ar), periodic function with period ar, and let 
. CO 
a^ (an Qx + sin nx) 
2 ^ mi ^ ® 
be i t s Pourlcp i^serles. Also le t us suppose, without loss 
of any generality| that 
I f<t )dt a 0 
•-IT 
SO that a^ - 0 » 
We denote by C^ ®^  the class of 2r-periodic functions 
which sre m-tiaes di f ferentiable. 0 Iven any positive sequence 
[Mgj] we denote by the class of a l l Sr-perlodic 
in f in i te ly dif ferentiable functions f ( x ) such that 
t > < A* t « t a t { f ) . 
A number of theorems ofi Fourier-coefficients a i of n " 
Sifporiodic functions f ( t ) belonging to L lp<| Lip(«<tP)fB^ 
etc. are well known. For example i f f ( t ) € L i p < , then 
w** e n '•OS. Considering converse problem LcMcenta^  
n 
raised the question as to what conditions should be satisf ied 
t Lorentz, G.G. 0 7 ] 
* A is not the same constant at each occurrence. 
by the Fourier-coefficients in oscdet that the generating 
function of the Fourier 8erles» under consl<!eratlon, may 
belong to Lip L i p « , p ) op BV» In this direction fc® obtained 
a number of inequalities involving, the Fourler-coefficlents 
which give sufficient or necessary conditions that the function 
may belong to one of these classes, namely l»lp«Ct I'lp(<fp>B7 
or In the present Chapter we obtain conditions on the 
Fourier-coefficients which characterize the classes C^ ®^  or 
S« In what follows we shall prove the following theorems. 
theorem I f f<x) belongs to » then 




B (4 afel** I- t bj,!**)! P < » for p > 2 i 
L k«o ^ ^ 
conversely^ i f 
then f ( x ) belongs to C^® "^*) for 1 < p < a . 
Theorem ^ I f f ( x ) belongs to then 




<n)t a&^i^ • < ® p 
conversely, I f 
t _ . ^ I 
P < m, . 2 ^ ^ » <20)2 P c - f - ) t<n)f S ( t i^ l Ibjc'^) 
then f<x) belongs to C[H ] for 1 < p < where 
m>t M*^  
T(n> a max • 
(a) 
3* Proof of Theorem U Let tix) belong to C and 
be the polynomial of best approximation of order (n-1) 
to f ( x ) f then following ^'avard* and Acheiser and KrlenJ we 
have 
» f ( x ) - P|,»i<x) » ^ ^ , 
B® 
where f f®(x) I < At® for f in i t e values of m. *• IB 
Suppose S^ i^ denotes the(n-1}th partial sum of the 
Fourier series of f(x>f then following ITatanson 
® o o 1 2 
k=ii ^ ^ ir 0 ^ ^ 
4 2ir „ 
< J . I ! f ( x ) -Pq.^CX)!® dx . 
0 
* Pavard, Ji CS] 
t Achiesor,'!! and Krien, M. TO 
t Hatanson, I.P. T U ] 
00 
Heneo ^^ ^^  S nSm 
It , there fore | follovs tbat 
2bi S 
kan K k a 






^ k»n 2 
. n 8 
2a«t p 
C kan ^ ® 
2 
(W 2 • 
P - I - ^ - I -
O-
Pffl • -I- • t 11 ? 
Hence 
r ® 2n-1 p p 
VaO kaS II ^ * 
t 
At® M ^^  " ° ( J ( 
O •l/p 4- I aO 
i ^f 









91 At M, li 
1/2 
low tor p a 2 ve haw fro® (3«1> 
/ ® « o 1 





Fiisce i At® Mjg, integrating by parts a-tiiBes the 
2ir At® M 
integrals sl fix) cos kx \ie < aj^ l < ^ la 
tfid I b^l I 
so that 






ll® M 2 JL ffl w P p , i i v fija t^  . " 111 
f a , . . .b,, , | P < { _ _ , ( - j s — ) 
that i s to say I 
, (S 
s ( la r 4. I b r ) 
ft k=:n 
At® M m 
n m 
which proves the necessity pa^t* 
Conversely, we suppose p a 1, then 
(3.2) j '^i (laj^l + < 









2 tJ (x) = S (x) 
naO ® ^ 
I t follows from (3,3) that S .^(x) converges aniformly 
2« 
to t(x)» Also ^e have 
fUjj(x)t < I S.a<x) • f ( x ) l • l f ( x ) -
At®-"* M m-l 
> n m « i . m « - ! • m--^-
2 2 2 <2 f l ) 2 2 2 
45 
V " ' I •'••"'HI' ""HI' I * 
gOCo- 1/S) 
n 
Since tIjjCic) Is a trigonometrical polyoomiaX of degree S , 
therefore applying Bernstein's Inequality, ve have 
^D/a 
09 
AS the series V 0 ix) is anlf<^mly cconvergent to f ( x ) 
0 a 
and Z is uniformly convergent, i t fo l lows that 
nsO ** 
I t U) I i 2 a; • 
n=»o i rA 
that i s to say 
. . i H^., , 
which proves that f<3c) belongs to c^®*^^ • 
Thus in order to prove the theorem i t suff ices to show that 
« L • -1- r ® D P At®""" M -
Iksn K it J 
S P 
implies 
m . J - . o o At®-"' M^  , 
n 2 
4S 
tet 1 < p < ® i Then we have by Holder»s inequality 
1 
ken «- J 
m p J, p-1 
< a s da^r- f ib. 1^)2 ) j p ( d p ' ) , 
m 1 - JL ^ sa-i p 
a 2 8 - -- . 
1 1 — r aa-i p p - —-
p [ ( >; P a P I 
a •JL—JL< 2n-1 1 -„ -f H -I tj n')"-^ 
a a 2 1 * J^ ^^^ ^ » 
where 1/p • 1/p» s 1* Therefore we have 
o . -L C 20-1 




2 2 ) B < - - .'^ asl 
I kssti ^ " m . 
so that 
v+1 
J- m m ® Sn-1 -) 
2 (IfifcJ ^^  IbfeO? ^ 2 ^ i S S V r 
Ikan ^ ^ i -^MsO k«g n * 
< 55 2 < 
- nm-1/2 >=0 g-vCff i^i - jJ 
1 ® At"*"'' iV-1 
n*® - - r 
from which result follows by virtue of <3.2>. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1, 
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pyc^f of Theoremj;. Sine© f(x> is inf ini te ly 
differ^ntiable^ we have by virtue of Theorem for every 
X m m p P At % 
Jn * ' ^ ^ ^ " ^ ® • 
CO p p mmm ht \ 
^ ^ > ^ ^ H • 
Ispn aOfcX 
That is to say 
kan . ^ . . . sup TCn) 
Aiso for p I 2 the inf inite di f ferent iabi l i ty of r (x) implies 
we-yy that for^m | 1 
Therefore 
p 
kHfn . . m i l n » T (n ) 
At®% At" 
%rhieh completes the proof of the necer.sity part. 
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Conversely I I f 
a - l 
i-kam * 
a J. I 4 
1 
P 
for 1 < p < theo for m ^ we have 
1 
1 
® P t> At 
S I I* I K O l P < 
At n P 2 





1 . CO 
p 
n p 2 
Proai the suff icieoey part of the Theorem 1, i t , therefore, 
follows that 
I f (3t) I S At 
for every m ^ 2 • 
This .completes the proof of Theorem 2* 
CHAPm IV 
ON THE ABSOLOTE TRLAHOJLAR SAMABIMY OF M IKPIWITE SERIES 
1# Iiet A a k a 
tr laogul^ satrlx of real or complex nambers. 
Olvea a sequence Sq t ^^ write 
where a . ^ • 
The sequence ^s^'Jvi l l be said to be sumaable < A ) I f 
n 
lim Tn e l i o S A "X „ s,, 
B-^ oo " n - ® * * 
exists* The regularity conditions are 
( i ) l ia > B Ir « ^ 
(11) Z k ' < M independently of n. 
A sequence or the series 2 Ug with partial sum {s^^ 
i s said to be absolutely sucosnable by triangular means or, 
suomable l A I i f { T ^ j i s a sequence of bounded variation, that 
i s to say, i f 
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la this section we obtain inclusion relations between the 
triangalar suo^ability ( A ) the absolute triangula^r 
sumaability t A j, in fact we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem U I A | C (A ) $ (A> ^ I A| . 
froof> f o prove the f i r s t patrt of the theorem, we observe that 
since ^s^} i s suiamable t A I , therefore for given € > 0, 
there exists a suff iciently large positive integer N, such 
that for any q > 0, we have irhen Q > N, 
tH-q 
1B3II 
I t follows that 
n+q 
< € . 
Hence (T^ ] converges to some l l a i t ^ Therefore ^s^} 
is summable <A ) • 




U t S|, a ( -1 ) and 
0+1 
for k « , a, 
and a 0 for k > 0} so tfeat A'X - ». a — ^ for k » 
Then 
^ for o even 
0 for o odd. 




for n even 
far D odd* 
) 
aj 
Henoe S I « T diverges. 
naO ° n-^ 
This completes the proof of the'theoresi* 
In partieuls^ I f we choose ^ n,k 'n.k and 
put pQ « Pq - pQ - ?Qi ( A ) method of suaimability 
reduces to 8^drlund»s method of sumaaMIity (H ) . Our theorem 
P 
thus includes the following theorem of Mc.Fadden* as a parti-
cular case* 
Theorem 1> C (S^^)} IN^U 
'«c# Fadden.L. t^ -oj 
52 
2* Following the lines of Flett we extend the 
definition of absolute triangular suamaMlity to indices 
r , < . 
Definition^ The sequence {Sg ] w i l l l>e said to be 
saaraable I A » "Y , *< if 
I 
where r > 1, > 0 and < > t* Clearly summabilitf l A , 0 | < f^ . 
i s the same as Biiomability lA I , 
Ifext we proceed to obtain the corresponding extension 
of theorem 1 for the suamability * A , 'V, < • 
we prove the following tteorem^ 
Theorem a. I f a series Z u^ i s sOHaaable ' A , V ,«< , 
then i t i s also stttsmable < A ) hut the converse need not hold» 
Proof* Since IS i s suija&ble * A , y , < , 
we have 
f V , ' < 00. 
Therefore, for given € > Of there exists a large positive 
integer N such that for any q > 0, we have when n > 
53 
n+q <(rV4.r»1) j. 
Z ' m I % . f^-l» < ^ 
It follows that 
e^q 
(tfljfire • a 1) 
r r« 
•(man+l ® 
< S € 
< €» . 
Hence ^^^ j converges to sc®e limit ^ and «hlch Is the condition 
that s a be suieajable i (A) • Q 
To prove the second |jat*t of the theorem, we cao consider 
the sffae example as considered for the proof theoroa 1» 
jljggln, in particular, I f we choose = — ^ and pat 
n^ " * f^/ somaablXlty 
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reduces to the corresponding case of absolute Horlund 
scuuniabillty which ve denote by I ^pi'^t • 
Let (1 • -J .* ^ • . . . • — + . . . %p S bj. , 
8 3 n+1 n«0 
n 
k being a positive integer and let z b, ^ = Bw „ • Whenever 
r«0 • 
n ^E.n-P^ 
'g I (i.PM I .inn converges to a l i a i t s; as n ^ we say 
r « 0 r-c 
that the sequence sumraable to s by Harmonic means of 
order k aaad we write sq (H,k> as n The case k « 1 
Is the ordinary Reo^ caonic sumitabllity introduced f i r s t l y by 
Riesss^ In the above theorem, i f we choose in particular 
^ a •J^jJSilE. , the ( A ) summability reduces to the 
(R,K) summability. Thus we get, as a special case, the following 
inclusion relation for this methc^ of sumaiabillty, 
Theorem 3. f H, kj-y, < ly C (H,k) and 
T 
4* How we shall obtain a sufficient condition on the 
sequences [Pq ] i® order that the sequence ^Sq} 
summable IH^I may also be sua..able lHp,fyt • 
' Hoi-land, H.S. [2.^ 3 
^Riesz, M* [3;J 
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a 
Given the matrix t j - « n 
• test) 
lli = «n,k and a. = - . 
We prove the following theorem* 
Tfaeorea 4« The saf f lc ient conditions for the convergence 
of the series 
na1 
m 
wfaeoever z t a . > i s convergent ar® 
n=»0 
CO 
<1) S a ,, converges for a l l n, 
Icjxo 
® cc(ry + r - t ) ® r 
(11) S n^ I S (an « - . ) I ^ C < <» 
nsO vak 
for a l l k* 
m 
proof. since a„ », converges for a l l v , we represent 
llsstV Ot« 
® 
I t hy AQ^ V • ^^^ ^n ® ^ ^ ^ k^k convergent by 
virtue of hypothesis, o j i s defined for each n. Let Sg^ j^  
denote Aq^ ]^  - • We have by Holder•s inequality 
® • r » 1 ) , y 
n » » 
n«t ^ 
09 e C C r y + r - l ) 09 ® 
e B n I t flu V % • s a- k Uk ' 
® < ( ry ^r - 1 ) 00 ,00 
s o ' S A , % » tl 
Hal ke1 ^ 
oCCrV + f - t ) ® JL i J. -
® < ( r y ^ r - i ) CO i j 00 
CD e^CrY^-r-t) ® r 
< M®"* S n^ z .1 I u^l 
nat ka1 « 
JL 00 CO ^ ( r Y ' i ' r ^ ) 
< M ' ^ fuj,! B n f s ^ u ^ 
—, 03 
i Ct M^* Z lU. I 
< C < CO , 
by > coQditlon S^  
This compietes the proof of the theopem^ -fov v> 
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*Dhs Case r =s i i s immediate, in the particular case 
when r a 'V « 0 oar theorem includes the sufficiency part 
of the following theorem of Hears , 
Theoregi B. the necessary m^ sufficient coaSiticai 
09 <» 
that Z tu* I be convergent whenever z l a I i s 
naO ° nsO o 
convergent are 
09 
(1> ^ a« If < ® for a l l n, 
lt«0 
00 Q 
( i i ) S f S <a„ V • 1 V > * < C < a for a l l VaO f^ek 
5. Let 
t n 
<S,1) t „ « — s p 
O p v,o o-v ^ ^ 
and 
(5.2) T„ « q Oy 
then 
(S.3) » S — — 1 
a VaO 
^Mears, P, tz\} 
where Rj^  is obtained froai the following systeas of equations 
obtained by equating the coef f ic ients of Ujj in the 
ouaierators of right hand side of (5.1) asd (S,3). 
Pk 
Adding we get 
(5,4) P|j » Rq • . . . • 
I f we write 
(S*5) P(X) » P q • P^X • . . . • Pg • ' ^ 
(S.7) R(x) a Bq • B^  X • • Rj, V 
i t i s easy to see that 
<5.8> Z « B(x> . 
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Whenever they appear i t w i i i Ije aoaeratooa that 
In this section we shall obtain the following theorems. 
theorem S^  A saf f ic ieat condition that IH I C , 7 ^ i , q p» ' » 
r > t is 
< C < ® • 
fkeccpem 6« I f 
( i ) p^Q j and f ^ j i^e both aon»oegative aeggences and 
ocHjL^SzV a 
<ii) SB, r — — c < c < ® 
n 
independently of a, with m, > n, tfid 
( i i i ) there exists a positive integer H sach that 
( i i i d ™ , . ( I s - ) > 0 
"n-l ""B 
whenever n > m > K, then I N I C I N , r > 1 * 
60 
proof of tlieoreat S> Pttttlag «|| «= t q » in Theorem 4, 
we observe that ^ i s soramahl® IH J^ • 
ft Q 
Here la this case our matrijc i s < - P rX -X . ) 
n 
md so by virtue of <S»3) tJ^  ^ • I t is obvious that this 
matrix sat is f ies the condition < i i ) of Theorem 4« 
a. 60 
k=0 fcsO Pp P^ 
Hence a l l the ccaaditlons of Theorem 4 are satisfied snd 
therefore i t f o IXows that IN f ^ iK^'Y % < » • 
q P* • r 
proof of theorem 6« 
Since 
VaO P - VaO P q VaO P, n«1 
Qv E 
VsO P_ s n-1 
v»0 pQ v»0 p^^^ 
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(5.9) IS - ' 
Pn-I ^a 
we have, therefore, 
t < ( r y . r - 1 ) ^ , ^ ^ ^ i S - r l i l , , ' 
n«1 vsk P^ . 
03 
« S 
V f i O pQ 
00 i « r y * r « 1 ) k-1 Rn-v-i Qv ^n-v Qv "T 
a IS a I S - — — ) T 
nat vaO P^ . Pn 
4 r 
x< ^ L b ^ . ^ ""-v .f r . 
where r and r» being conjugate to each other in the sease of 
Holder, Applying Holders inequality, the above expression i s 
s fe n s I 
v«0 Pn., P n-
X< I * . • f ) r « , 
v-o P^.^ P q 
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ry + r - l , 
^ ^ysQ p o / n-1 a 
pY •P-.l 




< ( — r k.i 
X(n ^ f R 
VsO n-v-1 n-1 P 
rY^-r-l 
39 < ( ^^  ) 
< S a ^ • 
J^ n-v Qv 
Pn-I n 
CVsO 0-1 
. ? J V v ^ ] ) - . 
v»0 Pjj / 
< (ge)p» ^ n ^ S I ELZ-Z- I ; 
(^ by condition <2) of theor«Bi 
usk v«0 Pn.^ Pn 
rY* r - l 00 < ( ^ 
c» r. n ^ S I 
VaO 
1 + 0 ( 1 ) 
n-1 
a J • Jg •0(1) , say . 
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ffY+r-l 
Now J a C« E n XI - ^ ^ I 
^ pQ., Pn 
< c« s n s » 
• c s n ^ p ' s f I 
n ak VaO P. n 
< 2C» C S t 
iJsk 
a sc* C(K4-1) S 0(1) . 
When n > N • 1, i t i s cciear that n - v ^ H + k i - l - v 
gyrid so by the coaditlon ( i i i ) of our theorem, we have 
n"! n 
> 0 for V » 0,1,2, . . . , k 
•fUr 
Next to showAJg = 0(1), we consider 
VaO , P^ o-l Q 
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£ n ^ 2 . — ^ • '• 
0(^2:!J,:L) M Qy V y ^v . 
- ^ X> ^ 2 ^ Jwil" — ' « wVWWMimMIN. ; 
.. n=N+ktl veo pq. ! Pn 
a n 2 £ , ( """ - 'T' 
rVf- 3» • 1 
^ *H ^ S • 
V«0 Pfj 
J<< ) k- l % ^ \ 
M A J I " . „ „ . | r . . . - t j - , . . - , 
v K 
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rT + r . l n '+ r - l 
V k 
v=0 
H + k 
ll 
< gc 
Hence IJ f « 0(1)« This completes the proof of the theoreaa. 
If we consider the special case 'V a o» r » If we find that 
our theoT-ess 5 and 6 generalise the sufficiency part of 
the following theorems of McFadden t 
Theorem C> A necessary and sufficient condition that fN^ICIN^I 
is 
n«0 v=k 
I ^ e < for all k. 
Theorem (!) If (p ] and ] are bothnon-negative 
sequence 
* Mt L. IZcl 
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(11) Z ^ c <00 of n ana 
( i l l ) there exists a, positive istegor TS such that 
- ) > 0 n > a > then 
p , P. * * R 
I \ i c i JJp U 
ftbol 's Yransfsrsatlont fhe foraiulai 
kC " Urn " ^^^^ ' ^ 
where 0 ^ m ^  B, % ^ ••• * ^kt ^^ ^ I 0, tr.^ = 
which can "bs e?3slly verified^ is kno^ as Abel •s transfomation 
an?l wi l l 'be In tho result which follO'/ys* 
CO 
Absolute Abel Surnmablllty t Th© series S UL i s 
naO " 
said to bo sumnrabl® by Abel *s mathod or suiamable A, to sixm tJ 
i f the expressl<ni 
i s convorgont for t*| < 1 aad 
VO 
k lira f ( x ) « llm S u^x F llffi (l^K) , S %x a U, 
67 
where x tends to 1 along the real axis. Following the 
definition of Whittaker , ve w i l l say that the series 
tt„ i s absolutely Abel suamablfei or summable (ftl, 
QaO 
if f ( x ) i s of bounded variationn m [0,1] , that i s , i f 
1 
t » f «<x )<dx exists. 
0 
O) 
rekete showed that Z a„ i s suoiiaable J At i f i t is 
aaO ° 
IrAM^y 
sasamable fC,rf for r a positive wusHjer. 
Kogbetliantshowed that IC,<I, «< > -1 implies 
p X and consequently i t follows that IC,<l, «C > -1 
isiplies t A i • 
Further extension of the summable l^l was obtained 
by Plett . 
Thus according to him the series H u^ j is said to be 
suomalfc where k ^ 1, i f the series S Uq x° i s 
convergent for 0 ^ x < 1 esod i ts suis-function f ( x ) 




(1 -x)^"^ I f * ( x ) l ^ dx < ® . 
Clearly the summability Ul^ i s the absolute Abel 
sumuiability. We prove the following} 
^ Whittaker, J.M. Tss"! 
t Fekete, M. [ i ] 
t Kogbetliantz, S, [ ! ( ] 
T^M . [7] 
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Theorem ^ Hp be a regular Norland transformatloa 
and 
° It ® k 
0n(x) « S P. x^ / Z Pj,** . 
° kaO ^ k«0 * 
00 
I f (1) s tt^ I s smnmable I Hp, 7 , and 
rjao ° * — 
(2) } ( l -x )^*"* i s mitormlf boagded, 
09 
then U ttj, As sufMable ' A t j ^ , 
QaO " 
00 ® n 
Proof* we w i n write P(x) « S P„x" and B(x ) « £ 
mo ^ n«0 ° ® 
Therefore, 
® - n 
R(x) = 2 — ( % p 
naO " PQ veo " 
® n n 
naO VaO ' 
m 00 
naO ^ VaO 
e S U^XX B pyx^af<x ) rp (x ) 
Hence f ( x ) « R<x)/P(x)^ Since Rp i s regular, we have 
liai » so P(x) has a radius of convergence 1, 
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eo k 
By hypothesia IJ a • I tg-tg^-i f < <x> ^  
® 
which implies Z I - t ^ I < <» , for 
115.1 0 Dal ° 
t 1 
J I 
00 « J L 
^ C I XJ n k-1 
0a1 
r 
a C ? S n J < C, since < > 1, k>1,'y >0 , 
t nati 
Hence j approaches a f i n i t e limit t , and thus R<x> has 
a radius of convergence U Therefijre we can write 
P<x> Ft»(x> - P« (x ) R(x) 
f • (x> 
Hx) J q n - nfo ^n^n^ 
The numerator by Abel's transformation is 
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H-*® a-0 kaO 
• P ( x ) liffi t „ ^ K ^ 
K-QO ^ k^o ^ 
M n . 
P* <x) l i a S ( B P. 3t*) ( t - V O 
M-® naO kaO « a a 
^ k 
P» ( x ) Xlm t „ ( U Pj. a r ) 
a H kaO 
PCx> ? < ° k Pj, -> 
• P ( x ) l i s k pfe 
00 o ]. 
P » < x ) S ( S P X > (^n - t 1 ) 
0=0 tesO " 
" P(x) i r. p^ J^^where lim % a l 
P ( x ) ? S k P ,^ - • t p ( x ) P * <x ) 
ttaO k3»1 * ° 
^ a u 
- P ' ( x > S S Pi£ X ( t ^ - t ^ - ) • i p * ( x ) p ( x ) 
lEhsO ImO " 
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Hence 
naO k=t ^ 0 naO k-O 
f«<X) 
a " """" ""'•"I"" "'i»«n "I I I wmi 
ni»0 « 
05 
« s er»Cx) it . t so that 
HsO ^ 
- l i o v i ' f 
w h e r e k» i s c o n j u g a t e t o k i n t h e s e n s e o f Hdl<ter» 
A p p l y i n g H o l d e r ' s i n e q u a l i t y , w e g e t 
k 00 k k ® -<kA* 
f f ' < x ) l < ( T, I0*(x)t (n4.1> '^Jn-to-.f y i H (n^-D) 
IJaO ^ ' * 
® k < ( k Y ^ k - 1 ) k 
< A S Jfl^ * (x ) I (0+1) ' / fo^ > 0. »s0 M MT- 1 
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Therefore^ by hypotheses 1 sad Sf we have 
1 k ® 1 k.1 k 
0 " »laO 0 
<(k'>' + k- t ) k 
a •cCkV^k-l) k 
< C t (n+l) • 
naO ° ^^ 
< OJ . 
This completes the proof of the theorem • 
I f we consl<3er the special case k a I f Q ' a O w e get 
the foUwwing theorem of Mc..Fasiden. 
Theorem £» Let Hp be a regular Norland transformattca. 
I f U Ujj i s summable I B^l and the sequence fi^pCx) i s 
uniformly of boimded variation then S u^^ is samaable lAJ • 
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cEkPtm ? 
<m urn i^MABILITY OF POimtm S^IES 
t . Let f< t ) be a periodic function with poriod 
and integrable In the sense of Lebesgue over <ir|ir)* Let 
i t s Pourler series he given hy 
® 
f ( t ) ' ^ ^ lu • B <a„ cos nt • h sin nt>. 
We shall use the follcrwlng not at Ion sj 
0<t> « a f(x4.t) • fCx - t ) -SfCx) , 
# < t ) a I t0(u)f da, 
0 
snd 
r 1 ' T a 
where [m] denotes the integral part of m, 
let a a ao,l,2,...,n, 
be a triangular matrix of real or complex numbers. 
Let 
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where « X^^ j^  - ^^ 
and 
A scries X with partial sum s^ is S5tld to be suaiaabOLe 
<A) t© 9 i f th© sequmce^CT'jj'^  tends to a limtt s as 
n t®!ids to l a f i a l t y « 
The conditioni af regularity ar« 
(1 .1) 11a ^n fc ® for every fixed k . 
n * 
n 
(1*2) S u-l i K iadep0nd«5tly of n. 
k=0 . ^^^ . 
In 1930 Hardy arid Littlewood gave the following 
convei^enee criterion for a Fourier series at a point • 
l^eorem I f 
1 
( 2 a ) fJ<t) « ) ^ as t - 0 , 
log I I 
and 
(2.2) A^ix) « nx ^^  fe^ Bin »x « 0 < ^ < 1, 
as a -* oo ^  then the Fouriar series of f ( t ) , at t « 
converges to f ( x ) . 
*'Hardy, 0,H» and Littlewood, J,E» [10 J 
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In 1^43 Iyengar proved that <2.1) alone suffices to 
ensure the suiamabtoity (H> of f ( t ) , at t « x to f ( x ) . 
This result of Iyengar was generalized by Siddlql^in the 
shape of the following result • 
Theorem B. I f 
X ^ <1 ( t ) « o( ) , as t - 0, 
l o g ( 4 - ) t 
then the Fourier series of f ( t ) , a.t t s x, Is sumaable (H)» 
3# The object of this paper is to generalise 
Theorem B by establishing the fdllowing theorem for 
triangular act hod of suaai abi l i ty. Since summability <H) is 
a special case of summabllity (A> i t follows that 
Theorc-n B is a particular case of our theorem. 
Theorem. Let ( A ) be a regular method of suramabllity, 
such that 
(3.1) ^ A a * , where p i s a ntin«nogative. 
log . Q * 
non-increasing sepuence and o^Sp® ® log .^og • . . logQ>v and 
(3,8) lim I I „ . I 0 
n-» CO kso 
* Iyengar, K.S.K» tml 
t Siddiqi, J, A. 
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Then, i f 
C3,3) c|>(t) » ..... ,••»,..,), as t » 0 , 
H'K 
Httvt ' (AJ 
Athe Fourier series of f ( t ) at t a x i s sttnaaableAto f i x ) , 
m require the following leajmat 
I^ emma: K [ p^ j i s a non*aegative and noa~lncreasing 
sequence! then under the ccaadition (1»S) 
^ ikt 
' ® » S K Xogp T . 
Proof* we have 
n Uct n l<n-lt)t 
' Pn-k « I » » S p^ e I 
Int n T-1 n ^^^^ 
k»0 * ~ k«0 T 
T i - © 
< S p,+Sp_Max J "7' ' 
k«0 ^ ^ T^V^ n 1 - e-itJ 
T ^ 
K l o g / t^SjB^ I 
as K log • 
s 8in^/2 
< K logp^ • gt-% 
< K logp^ •K<[t- ' 'J • D p [^- t ] 
X 
^ K logp^ ^ K J ^ Pj, 
< K l e g j • K ^ 
P 
« K log T 
V 
Proof of the theoresi t Let us write 
4 k 
8-(x) a ft • s U cos vx • b- sin vx) 
2 w ve1 ^ 
SicCx) • f<X) « JL ; <jf<t) ;; 
Sir 0 sin Vg 
then we have 
r 1 0 ^ 
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- 8 ir flin(2k • 1)t:/g 
J - . X cru) ; 
2* kaO 0 sin t/8 
tr 1 a sin(S3c + t ) t/2 
a J cr<t5 — ^ dt 
Sff ic«o sin 
0 
» I 0 ( t ) Kj,(t) dt , 
0 
where 
^ Q siQ(2k4.1)t/2 
K„ ( t ) « ^ AX 
2tr kaO • sia t/2 
In order to prove the theorem, we have to show that, 
under our &ssumptloQs» 
f 0 ( t ) K (tnt « 6(1), as n 03, 
0 B 
Given € > 0 there exists a number 0 < E < tr^  
such that 
t^^^T.k 
9 ( t ) ^ € — f o r Itl < g • 
^T-k 
Then we have 
n S IT. 




Nov uniformly ia 0 < t < 
n 
I , • Ig I3, say 
1 
t Q sin(2k4.1)t/g ) 
I K A t ) I « — ' k ' 
^ 2ir kaO BlW t/2 
1 ^ ^ lAX I (at + t ) . 
Sir tesO 
Applying AlJel's Icffliaa we get 
4 (-n^l k 
n - svr IkaO n ^ 
B 
• (2n +1) H lAA- ^ I 
0 * 
" 2ir L j 
Bence 
KjjCt) » 0<n), as n CO , 
Therefore 
=0 ( j I 0it)\ I Kn(ti)l dt 
- l 
Q 
» o ( D r I 0 ( t ) I d t ) 
0 
« o (n — ) 
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» 0( ) 
nP-1 log » 
P 
e d( l>, as n ® 
In order to show that 
as we require a suitable estimate of tlie kernal 
Kn<t) in the interval ( o""*, Ve have 
t a sin<k^1/2)t 
1 K ct) f a —^ I A^ I 
O 2ir ks»0 sin t/2 
# n 
' S siQ(k-i.t/2)t I . 
f t log n kso 
P 
Hence 
•Kj,(t) I » 0< £ ) 
t log^n 
by virtue of the leaaaa* Thus 
I 
Ig « 0< f I0<t> J fK^Ct) Idt ) 
Q 
, 1 S l o g / 
a 0 ( ~ — ) f m t ) I E-. dt , 


















« log J . 
logpii Pg^j, log^n 
0 ( ) I _ — ! — f l o g ^ - t i L l o g T ? d t 
I P dt P i 
SI o(1)-»-0(-
1 1 6 t^'hogj 
^ d t > I 
log n nP*^ log^o l o f f ^ 
P P n 
. 8 tP"'* ^ log ^ 
l o v X 
d t 
a 0(1) 4 o(1) 0(1) • 0(. 
1 
<—») l o g 
l o g n V l 
« o(1) • 0(1) 0(1) « 0(1), 
log -0 
since n' e as n 
Xogp H 
Lastly, we |tfove that 




ar ksO sis t/2 
^ I 
2 I A A „ J ^ ^ 
Sir k«0 • siQ^t/8 
^ 2 slnS t/2 
max IK^(li) I 6 L -
kaO log_n 
a o(1> ^ as n - 00. 
1 ^ 4 J |0(t) t I K <t) Idt 
3 $ 
i max I K_ ( t ) I — T I0(t ) Idt 
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« o<t) , as n •• 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
4. we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollagy 1. Let A be a regular method of sammabilityj 
such that 
Po-k 
where ^p]^ ;] i s a Bon-nogatlve decreasing seqaence^ 
CXMjcA. 
(4.2) l i a S 
then i f 
<4,3) $ < t ) a 0( ) , a s t -
Pir-k 
the Fourier series of f<t)^ ^ t s x, is sunaiable <A) 
to f ( x ) . 
I f we put p. « - i— then the above corollary K ' * k^i 
reduces to Theorem B • 
r : 5* We know that a series B u^ with partial sums s^  
i s said to be suumnable <H,p)^p ^ If i f 
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1 ° • 
» B — •• s as n - <30. 
log^n kaO p-1 
TT log (k+2) 
qsO ^ 




then we obtain trie follovlQg result for sumniabillty 
<H,p) as a coroili^y of our theorem 
Corollary g> I f $ ( t ) a o( > as t - 0 
then the Fourier series of f ( t ) ^ t a x i s sutssable <H,p). 
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CHAPTER VI 
Off A TEEORiM OP Hi^ RfMAH AND WINXK® 
1» Let f ( T ) be a non-negative monotonic fanction 
which teads to zero as x tends to io f ln l ty defined on the 
open half l ine x > 0 and which behaves, as x - 0, ia 
such a Way thet 
1 
(1.1) J X f (x )5x < ^ 
•0 
<80 thijt f ( * ) need not he tsoundad). It Is well known that 
under such conditions the iaproper integral 
00 
(1.2) P<t) a ! f (K ) Sin 3tt dx 
4-0 
converges. 
It is easy to sea that i f t > 0 is f ixed, then the 
above integral (1.2) can be written in the form 
« a^  • ag - , whtjre either Hq « 4 ^ = . . . 3 0 
or 
(US ) « „ > ^ • 
CO 
Hence P ( t ) a z ( - 1 ) " a^  > 0. 
nso ® 
Thus we observe that 
Hartaao, P txid Wlntner, A. Cn] 
8S 
( t »4 ) FCt) > 0 f c r o < t < a ) , 
except when « C • 
Since the above asusptlons on t(%) Imply that 
lim P ( t ) 
> 0, 
t - 0 t. 
HartasR and Wintaer observed that eoa^itioa ( t ,4 ) can be 
sttbstar,tialiy refined. Afeey proved that 
FCt) 
Urn — s i x • 
t-»0 t 
2. Our object In this chaptei* is to obtain a acre 
gentsral results In what foiloKS we prove the foliowtng 
theorem* 
Theorem* I f f ( x ) a ^ ix) are positive for a l l positIvg 
large x, ^ steadily Incresises to Inf inity as x tends 
to Inf inity miigh that 
® X disc 
I < CO 
a fi^y 
f o r a Etifflciently lar^e a aad i f 
for a l l X a ^ x^, with .a ^ x i x^  
k 
<2f 8) < f ( x ) • , 
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k being a poaltlve eoas t^ t , then 
r<t) enlsts for 0 < t < 09 ^ 
F ( t ) <0 
(g.3) lim — « t * f (x>dx , 
t -fO 
provided that fCx) o as. x ® ^ 
i 
(2.4) I x l f (x ) idx < 00. 
t-O 
3. We shall require the following lemmas for the 
proof of our theorem, 
® X , 
leaaia 1* I f X dx < a where r (x) steadily 
a ^ (x> 
iocreases to <» , thea» for fixed t 
00 
iim s 
r-oo nar Or 
proof of lemma 1. For a i'ixed t we choose C such that 
<C • 
> a « 
fhen (C-I)ir 
OD t X 
I - • dx a I dx S dx 
a t a Y C x ) (c.Ptr fix) 
t 






(C-l)ir t dx 
^ ! 
t nac (g~jiff ^(x) 
t 




r (C-n ® 
T> 
6«C 
Since Ig = 0<1> ; 
CO 1 
n — . 
03 ^ 
Hence lim 
r -•CD r3!i» ji, , b t 
) 
< 00, 
« 0 , 
whicfe completes the proof of the lemma* 
® X dx 
Leaaa If J —: < ® where is as flefined 
in the theoremI then 
t-*0 rat 
11m 
t ( ^ ) 
a 0 • 
proof of Lpmma 2 
a 
d Sloce J < 00, 
ue 
i . i . -x jz . < » , 
8 
l.e. j j - s . < 00 
t i - f ) 
J* .UL. ir = . < CO. 
Hence 




sow F ^ > E r y 




£0 1 t 
« S 7 dy 
rs i f (r,. / t ) ( gr « l ) y 
t 
CD I Z -
B - — : X - g • 4r2 4.4r-1) 
pal ^ ^ Tw^ 
i d ? 
2t2 r=1 f ( ^ ) 
t* 
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1 ® Hence lim — v. — « o . 
tS Pssi ^ ( J l ) 
4. Proof of the tfaeoremi Let x be any fixed number 
greater than a and iT r i s an odd positive integer such 
that 
(r-1>ir < t X < r r t t > 0 
then we have 
JLff 
t 1 • cos Xt /. k A 
f f<x ) .in xt dx S — ^ { < f < n * ~ ) ] , 
I f (x) Sin xt dx ^ J 




! . . . . . ! . k I f<x) ein xt dx $ t [ - ^ - f - « / 
(r»1 )ir (r»1)ir^ ^ (r+1)tr, 
t t T < — ) 
f ( i - ^ IT ) sinxt dx 
and so on< 
S t m i l a r l y If r i s an e v e n p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r 
and {r - t)tr € %X < rv^ m have 
Tit 
f fix) s i n x t d x 
X 
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1 « COS x t 
< - { H i s 0 -
t<x> ^ 
9 • 
2 rv ^ • Xt 
t t t t 
1 - cos Xt k 
t t < X ) 
(rt-Dr 
t 
S f ( x ) s i n x t d x < 
" t 
t 
1 . f ^ 
2 k 
a n d s o o n . 
Hence by virtue of iemaia 1 an^  the condition that 
f (x) - 0 and f ( x ) ® as x a no have 
m 
liffl f f ( x > s i B x t d x ^ 0 . 
X - ® X 
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Again I f r la an odd positive integer such that 
<r-< 1>ir < t x < rir » t > 0, 
T 
f fix) sin 3ct dx > J « 





sin xt dat 
> 1 . f c l ! ! : . ) • niJLy .k t I 
• t t t t! K V'CX) 
S3£ 
f(x> Sin xt dx > « f ( . 
t 
t "" 
I fCx) sin xt dx > J > . J L . 7 sin xt dt 
(r^t)iri- t v '^r,^  J H'U) 
• t t i ^ l l i f t < ^ 
t 
(r-fS^ 





I fix) sin xt dx > 
t 





. kt I — 
X f<K) 
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Hence by virtue of lemma 1^the condition thst 
i f w 
dx < 
that f (x) -•0 as x - <» t 
we have 
0!> 




11® J f ( x ) sin xt dx « 0 . 
X"^® X 
00 
Sine® 11m ! f ( x ) sin xt dx » 0 aad by hypothesis 
^ ^ ^ X 
f 
y X f ( x ) dx i s absolutely coavergent i t follows that 
•0 
F ( t ) = ! f<x) sin xt dx 
•0 
is conve: gent for 0 < t < c» • 
l^ ow choose X sufflcientsly large and keeping i t 
f i j ^d we have 
€0 
F(t) a I f ( x ) flin xt dx 
0 w 
X t 
= X f<x) sia xt dx I f ( x ) sin xt dx 
0 X 
00 




^ F<t) — X sio xt 
Xim ^ 11m I fix) dx 
t-*o t 0 t w 
s in xt 
• l i s J f ( x ) dx 
t - 0 X t 
t 1 
• liffi S 
t - 0 t2 n»1 
© 
< F X f<x) dx 
since the last Ha l t i s zero by virtue of learaa 2 • 
t Sin xt t ^ ^ k - sin xt 
S f ( : , ) dx > t [ n ^ ) • f dx 
X t • X J t 
2 t - cos Xt ^ t X dx 
t 2 fl. ^ 
; f ( x ) sin xt dx > -
t ^ 
broving thereby that when X Is sufficient large md 
fixed 
CO sin xt ® X dx 
lim.. I f ( x ) dx > -k J 
v ^ o X t • X S-Cx) 
Conseqaently ve have 
P ( t ) X 
Urn > I X f<x)dx 
t - 0 t • 


















. > f x fix) dx, 
<»-0 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
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I t should be observed that to prove the existence of 
® X F<t) i t i s iuf f lc leQt that I be convergent and 
e fix) 
there is no need of the restriction that f ( x ) i s positive 
for a l l X > a» This condition is also hot required in proving 
the last inequality. 
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cuAPfm vn 
OH i i j j mnumitrnt wacfmB OF FotmiiR SSRIAS 
I»et a given infiaifee series with piflPtlal suas 
a • By cr < and Sq, ana le t t^ « t® » na^ (r^ t*^ we denote 
th ^ tfee Cesaro neafls of order « < > » t ) of the sequences 
[sn] and { t ^ ] respectively. The series U sq i s said to he 
ahsolately st 
< It 1 ) i f 
i mrn&hle (C^) vttb iadem kf or slapZy ^C r^^ ^ 
<1.1) IS - cr^.t < 
Suiaaability is the same as suaaahility IC^I, 
Since 
ef oC < t 
©ondltloa <1»1) cao also be written as 
Z 2 — < 
suppose that fCx) Is a fanctioa Integrahle in the sense 
of Lebesgue and periodic with period 2w • Let 
f (ic> a^ • S (a^j c o s nz • b^ s in nx)a ^ Aq(X)* 
• P let t , f.H. [ ? ] 
t KogobotUantz, Ci63 
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m itfTite 
ef(t) a = L [ f ( x 4 . t ) 4.f<X-t) 
2* Concerning the absolute summabillty factor's of a 
Fourier series Prasad* ha<S proved th« following theorem, 
Theorea A* I f ["X^l be any om of the following sequences, 
(S . t ) [ ( logn)" "^"^] , [(logo)"""* ( log l o g o ) . . . . 
^( logn ) "^( log l ogn ) " ' ^ . . . . . . (log log l og » . « l og^n ) " } 
€ > 0, then 
^^n sufBSGafcle fA^ at every point t sx where 
t 
(g»8) f I 0(u)ldtt 3 o ( t ) , t o. 
0 
t 
and Kawata extended Theorem A in the following 
form I 
Theorem B» I f be a convex sequence such that 
T, < 03 then i s suifimable tA» at every 
point t s X where (2.2) holds. 
• Prasad, B.H. 
t Izuai, s and Kawata, T* tts] 
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10 194S Ctoeng* established a generaXlsatl€«J of 
Th^orea A by replacing summabillty lisj by tba sumaability 
iC,<f. He fai'oved the following theorem^ 
theorem C« I^t^n] ^^^ seqoences ( 2 . t ) and 
holds then ^ il^(x) i s suasabl® i c ^ t , < > 1 • 
In t9S4 pati proved th^ following theore® trhlch 
tnclucSes^as perticuler cas03>all these previous results* 
Theorem i^^Aq ] ^^ s coavex sequence suc^  that 
^ l^E— < 03 and <8.2) holds, then s Is eummable 
fC|«<l for every < > t. 
The Question whether < ean be replaced by 1 lo 
Theorem D ev^n for special kiad of convex factor segaence 
regains, hovev^r, opea# Althoagh la Xt4l Chou) hafS prove^J 
tho result that i^J^j,] sat is f ies the condition of Theorem D 
then Z Ap<t) Is su.7>Bafele IC,1I almost every nrfjere, 
The set of points Involved in Chou '^s theorem la the set 
of points at which 
° 2 
<S.3> T! ( S j x ) - fix)) e 0<n) , Vs=0 ^ 
• Cheng, H^T* [3] 
Patl, T. [ I t ] 
tchou^ H.C. 
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n <», aPd i t is known that does not necessarily 
iaiply (2.3) vbea thu function f ( t ) i s just Integrable <L), 
In this direction HsiaSg* has recently proved the 
following theorem in vhich he has imposed additional 
restriction on Cf(t) to obtain IC|1t sumaiability of 
S ^n t «>5ere /\n • ^  " ' ' ^ j € > o. He obtained 
the following theorem. 
Theorem E« I f 
t 
^ \ ef(tt) I dti/« ) , as t - o , 
o log I . 
t 
then the series 
An<x) 
T. 
n»8 ( l o gn )U*C 
is suasaable IC,1 ( for every € > 0 . 
S, we f i r s t of a i l prove the following theoremi 
Theorem 1* I f 
<S.1) c|>(t> s I f gfCfcOtdtveOc*^.— 1 ) , a s t - o , 
o Clog-|-.)"^ 
k > 1, then the series 
*Hsiang, P.C. tl3] 
lao 
t 
n=»2 ( logo ) " ' *^ 
i s suamable for every C > a* 
proof of Theorea t. 
tet denote the n^^ Ces^o mean of f i r s t order 
C ® of the sequence < , then, slace 
A <X) ^ f ef<t) c o s nt a t , 
° ir o 
we have 
^ r 1 B (v+2)cos( V4.2)t 
— T <X) a J ef<t) S d t ; 
2 ® o "feo log( 
so that 
i 
^ t TqCX ) ! < A t mty\ - I j - L - .. cy T, I C O s ( v * 2 ) t l d t 
T t a 0 • Af fer(t)r =— .c n&x « s cos(v*s)ti ( it 
n+1 (Xogny'*'^ n va© 
i . 
. . I |(2r(t) Idtj • 0 u c J dM 
W a y O ^ 'dog a ) I t ^ 
"n 












fCf(t)! $ ( t > ir ir 
« a 
= 0(1) ••Odog a) ^ off dt 
I t ( log 
0(1) • odog n OClogn)^ ^ 
1 - i 
« O(logia) • ^ 
H9Qce 




Tn<3t) « O ( ( l o gn ) ) , 
80 that 




c u r s of 
( log n) 
0(t ) . 
This coil|iletes the proof of the theorem. 
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4. la this section w® propose to geaeralige tha abave 
result by replacing th© factor ^ by a general 
( log 
class of functions X<t ) . 
M® prove the following theorem* 
Theoroa ^ 
I ^ X ( t ) a., »ire aignotonle increar^ng function o f t 
1) %it) « 0<1), t - t o ? 
11) X ( t ) log - i - CO, as t 0 ^ 
i l l ) t x « ( t ) log i « 0 ( X ( t ) J 
$ ( t ) a X I f (u) jdu « 0 ( t X ( t ) ) , t -^0, 
o 
th€3l 
z is^siBasMo j c , i L Xai: 
jverx c > 0 . 
Proof of fheorea e. 
Following the argument given in the proof of Theorea 1, 
103 
we ^^^^ ^ 
« O£n(log a> I I 3 
Zi^y 
(log n)* 
c 1 I i f ( t ) i 
LiUg n)^^ JL ^ 
n 
X fc t JL a a n 
a • n # • 0 I dt 
X t 
n 
« 0(1) i-XC-i) • o£ I dt 3 
I t 
« 0(1) • o f F ^ ^ at ] , 
n 
So that. 
7 XXt) IT r , 
I at « i X i t n m X(t> t dt 
X t J. A . n a n 
« log log I %lt)log ^ dt 
a 
« loT tr log n • C / dt 
1 w X ( t ) 
« log a) • C l 
"" X « 
n 
f %it) I 
I — ^ at a OiTyi*^ ) l®g n ) 




( log n f 
•fhus 
y x ) » o ( ( log mr^ ' x c - i - ) ] 
^ I 
n ( log 
Choosing c • 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
I t ©ay b® remarked that i f we tak© 
1 _ _ _ _ _ _ 
X ( t ) a .""t 
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( log ( log log 4 - ) ^ 
5 
we find that this gives a generalization of fheoron 1, In 
the sense that this condition is l ighter than tho correspcaadlng 
condition (5,1) of Theorem 
S, Far the conjugate series 
oo oo 
Z <b_ cos nx * a^ sin nx) « S B (x ) 
vfe can derive theorems » We vr l te 
t t 
« I |^(u>|du « X I f ( x ^ u ) - f { x -u ) |du . 
o • o . 
Th©n we got the follovring , 
t 
fhfeorem I f « ©< k > l 
t h ^ the 
S c > o 
n«8 (log ti)^^^ 
ia sttmaable |C,1 . 
!lheorea 
LetTCt) be a amotcaaie Increasing f'j^ction of t 
saeh ^hat 
1) X ( t ) a 0(1), t - ^ 0 , 
l i ) %.(t) log OO , fi.Q t - ro ^ 
i l l ) t X ! ( t ) log e 0 ( X < t ) ) , 
las 
sad 1 
? i ( . c £ j < k ^ 0 . 
^ l(l0$ nf . ' 
I f 
f . , . 1 , 1 1 . E . | | I . I I I I I ^ £ > Q 
is smasable * 
proofs of those theoraiBs ar^ f similar to these 
of theorbos 1 m^ 2 hcnco arc oaitted « 
CHAPTER V I I I 
OH FHE M M I M N CESiEO SUMMABILHY OF IRFIIIITE SERIES 
Let S Ojj fe© a g l v ^ Inf ini te series with partial 
sttos and l e t « t® ^^  n a j^ • h&t Cr^ and t^ 
denote the n^^ Ces^to iseans of order (<?(> •%) of the 
sequences and^ t^ ^^ "^  respectively^ The series Z is 
said to be absoluteZ.y summable with Index k or 
simply siwamable | Cf o( | » > 1 
i , ^ 
(la) s ni^-'M • (T^li i <00. 
Summabillty \ is the same as eummabiiity jC o^<J, 
Since 
condition <1,1) can also be written as 




yn 0 ^ 8v • Sj « o(n)^ » 
ihettZ a^ is said to be strsxigly sumaable 
(G|l) to 8 or sim?>ly suraraabje £0,1] to e. 
The series £ a^ j^  i s said to be bounded £C,1J i f 
^F le t t , [7 J 
on the other hm& i f 
n i Sv I £ s O ( l ogn ) , 
i 
then S ftj^ is saM to be bouadM logn^X] , 
2m I t is well kacnm that gusuaability iC,l { implies 
summability [ 0 , 1 ] liat the converse is not. In general, 
tiue^. Hence the question arises as to what type of 
factors can be fC^l| suamability factors of serio© which 
are onl*^  guiss^ble £C,1] and in an attempt to give an, 
answer Pat^ proved the following theorem^ 
Theoreg I f S a,j is sumoabl© [ C , ! ] andjXjjjla a convex 
sequence such that S < o® then S a^ ^ ^ ^^  is summable 
f * 
H^  also Indicated that the result r^aains true i f 
Simply S ftj^ is bounded £C|X3 . 
•51-
X^ater on sunouchlj obtained a general theorem 
eonceming jC,o(j guuamability. He proved the following 
theor<^i 
Theor|8a I f 
I i orjjj % (Tn.^ \ « O(log n) , n 
t Winn©, 
t Pati, T. [ ^ J 
*Sunou<^i, G £333 
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then the seriee 
c o ^ n 
S a - . ^^^ , O 0 ; 
( log a ) 
i s suamabl© ^ t ^ 
Since i f a series is bounded [C^l ] i t is also 
boimded £B, log Pati deducea f^ rosa the at>ov© theorem 
of sunoucbi that i f £ % is bo\m4e<l £B, Ic^ n^ l j then 
^ % 
S imrnimmmm, ig soffliBable 1 1 U 38®® psper h® 
showed that this result regains true for a wider class of 
sequences* He proved the following theorem. 
fhsoreB C. I f S a^ i i s bounded [E, log i i , l ] and {H^] i s 
a convex se<iuence such that £ < eo , then ^ a^ j ^jj i s 
siMzaable |C,lf • 
This result was subsequently feneralisjed Iby Masiiar^ 
for sifflimability who proved the following 
theoreia. 
Theorem l>. I f { i s a convex seqtience^that E < oe 
and 
k 
» } fiv I 
2 — 8 O(log n -»oo ( k > 1) 
then S ftj^ Xj^  is sumoable » 
^Pati^T, £27] 
t Haahar, S»Ji [18] ( The saaie theorem was also obtainefl by 
Mishra, B.B. £22]). 
fb© object of this chapter is to obtain a further 
geiaeralizatloft of fheorea B. 
In what follows we shall prove the folloinlng 
theorem, 
yheor^mi L^^^a} Is a convex sequmice such th»t 
Z < «> an<2 
^ k 
n I svi 
(3,1) £ e O(log n^y,^, n 
whereW^] is & positive non^decreaglng sequence such that 
.1 1 
In 
Is a coavex secfaence aM 
(3,2) aY , ! log n ^ T ^ » 0(1) , n ^ o o , 
then 2 is suafflahle ( , k > 1 , 
"^n . k • 
I t i s evident that I f we takeY^^ ® 1 we get the result 
of Has^ar which is the geGeraIizatl<si of a l l the previous 
H-
resuits of Pati « On the other hand vje note that i f 
n 
£ is^ I « O(a(log n) o(> 0 
*Pati, r. 127} 
Ill 
then 
n i Svi ft** I V 1 
s « 2 £ Is i • ~ s is^i 
« 0( O^aos n f ] 
a O ( ( l o g n ) 
Therefore i f we tak.» ^^ » ( log aj^, «:> 0 and k « 1 
theor^ siB general izog the following theoren dt Prasad and Bhatt . 
Theorem I f l^n] ® convex sequence such that 
S^<ooana [i^Ci^^Y, f ) , o( ;> 6 
n • , 
tkey^  -fk^ . £ ..MM^ ni.t^ .., , ig s^ amsiable iC.lf • 
( l o gCn^D f ' V 
VJe shall require the following lemmas for the 
proof of this theorem , 
Leama I f f is a oonv«x sequence such that 
S .bsL < , ttten is a non*negatlve decreasing 
sequence and X ^ log n « n -•oo , 
"^Prasad, an<!? ^latt, [30] 
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This resuit is due to Chow Oilch is a pairtlcular 
case of a general result of l&izhart. 
Leyma Pnder the eoMlttons of I^ emaa 1 ve hav^ 
(1) I iog(n m o a ) i 
< i l ) m « 0(1) , 
and 
( i l l ) 
m 
Z n login^-DA® n o ( l> , 
These results arc due to Pati^ which are spcclal eases 
of the general rosnlts due to Mazhar', 
Proof of the theortat Let denote the n^^ Cesaro mean 
order 1 of the sequence [n an o ^ ] * 
that 
ea k 
( S . ! ) I » I ^n I ^ • 
How, 
^ 1 n N 
1 ' ^ ^v n ^ l ^n nH * 
Chow, £4 3 
"t Masshar, [19] 
i Pati , f . ££7J 
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1 « ^^ z 
a * I v « l 'ntl 






£ < 00 ^ 
y i i l 1 . ^ 
n 
n 
Xn the sequel C^ ,^ Cg denote positive eonstamts; 
Proof of m feive 
? i i i l l l ' » 
i n 1 n(nn) 
1 a v j^ ^ 
. 1 n ^ ic 
^ I ^ s ^ ( J l ^ l T T T ) ! i M > 
" 1 n X v k » l n >>v«.i k 
^ h i Y N R • C I F I ) 
k 
o» 1 n . k n >fcv T^t 
k 
« i a K v + i , . S 
1 a ^ Xv It 
a 0( S sv^:^ i-TTT-y iSvl ) 
k . 
1 fl ^V k CO 
^ J i I f i A [ > < J > 
k « > l o o X y k o o » 
« 0< S I Svl s £ T r l S v i S ) 
Now k 
m k m ^ J^ v 1 1 
Vssj^  Tv • Vaj^  * Tv ' v 
a-1 Xv V is^i Xa m isnl 
V=1 P=1 p 1 P 
ia«»l , Xv X,-
0( S v A ^ r ^ ) ' / , logv}4. 0( S % logv ) 3. V^vtl j 
^ log IS > 
Ml^ M + Kg . 
» 0( m log m v ^ ^ ^ ). ^ 0(m log m ~ ) ) 
EE 01 
e 0{ m log ^ 0{\) 
« 0(1) ^ 0(1) ( tsy leir®a 1 and condition (^3,2)) 
« 0 ( 1 ) 
1 
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« 0( S X ^ ) logvYv) 0( 2 A X logvYv) 
2 1 Yv-!.! 1 
ffi»l Xv IS-1 
» 0{ S > • 0( S l ogvA 
« 0(1) •I' 0(1> (by lesasa 1 the hypothesis) 
= 0 (1 ) . 
n Oil -VMv^^ j^tt ^ ^ ® ^ 
m*l V Xv ra P ^v 
= OC I ^ (^-"v ) , CTJT-) + "Mn ^S^A^ ^ J • 0(1) 
+ 0(1) 
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la A/ ''^ tii^ i \ 
« 0(1) 0( 1 
la a A l . 
« 0(1) ^ 0( Z ^ 
0(1) + 0 ( 2 I ) • 0( 
Q A X J^ 
m 
0( S 
1 ( v n ) l o g ( m ) 0 ^ 
ffi X-V 
/ X (vn)xog(^^-i)/ Y+l 
« 0(1) 0(1) • 0( E (# v+ i - Mv ) ) 
1 (V ' 
^ 0( S ^^rtCf ) 
X xog(vn3ryv4.i 
IB*.! vZi X ^ mAX 
0(1) • 0( S ^ ^^^^ . ^ ^ ) 
1B*X Xv K, 
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« 0(1) ^ oc s > l ) ^ ^ w > 
1 ( ' > ' n ) l o g (m ) ^mn Xog(m«'l) 
0 (1) * 0( I VlogY^^X^^^) 
ffl-1 81*1 _ . 
• o( s l o g ( m ) ^ ^ v+i) 
m-1 ffl-l , 1 
1 1 logjcvn) (vn>ioBCvn)y»,^j^ 
utii' m mmrnm.'m.mmummltim ) 
1 v iog (vn^s 
« 0(1) as a 
Also k k 
m "hv is ^v V i ^ a ts « i 
s |s,| - s a ( ^ ) s • ^ s - l e i 
1 ^ 'V 1 ^v pal P '^m 1 p 
* 0(1) for 
n k » \hi I® 
so that S Jr^-iU < oo . 
1 n 
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Proof of MQ have 
! ® 1 Si^-i ^ St Si Is 
1 n 1 ^ ' « ^^ a^n ' - 1 V :VL 
^ 1 ^n n 
ori I u J . ^ i j ^ E i , 
1 pal P '^ ffl X p 
« 0( E O^ a iog n • r r - log m ) 
A SI IB 
« 0<X) ^ 
Finally, i t i s clear tWat 
1 ^ i r r t 
s < S < oo 
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1.1. Let 'A=(A„ ,4 ) bean miinite matrix of real or complex numbers, 
such that for all n 
(l-l-l) (i) A„, 0=1, and (ii) 5 |A„„|<oo. i=0 
For a given infinite series let 
^ uj,, M=0, 1, 2, .... I k=0 
I f lim <i„=s, we say that the series Su„ is summable (h) to 
B—^CD ' 
The conditions for the regularity of the sumniability (A) are 
(1.1.2) lim A „ , , = l, for k^O, 1, 2, ... 
and 
(1.1.3) 2 \AX„, for every n, where M isj some finite constant, k=0 
and 
1.2. Let/(A;) be a periodic function with period 2n and integrable ii 
the sense of Lebesgue over the interval (—71,77) E^ jid 
(1.2.1) f{x)r^lao+^ {a„cos7ix+b„smfix). n = ] 
The ( A ) means of the Fourier series (1.2.1) are given by 




(1.2.3) K„{t) = l+2 \,,coskt. k=l 
4 
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2.1. Sz. Nagy^ has obtained certain conditions on the triangular 
matrix in order that (f) may satisfy the following conditions : 
(2.1.1) (i) ' r K{i)dt=i, 
TT • _ 
(ii) h\',t)dt<A* 
and 
(2.1.2) Max as «->ao. 0<S<77. 
The object of this note is to extend his results by obtaining sufficient 
condition for the general matiix. It may be remarked that the theorem 
proved in this paper extends v.jious results obtained in Zygmund®. 
2.2. In what follows we shall establish the following theorem. 
THEOREM. If 
(2.2 1) "Zln-k){s i 
for all n, then the Fourier kernel K./J'; associated tvith the regular method of 
summability ( a ) satisfies (2 .1.1; t j (2 .1 .2) . 
3.1. The following Lemntis will be required for the proof of the 
theorem. 
LEMMA 1. Under the hj/potlu ir sf the theorem, we have 
lim f 
B — k ^ 
Proof. Given r>0 , we can find q^q (r) such that 
p J 
S >r, for al p q and m<r, 
i =m I 
then for « > m a x {g, 2r , we hav<, far v—[n 2], 
n ' Z 
• n Z 
1. Sz—Nagy ( l ) . 
2. Where A is a constant, not net est^orily the same at each occurrence. 
3. Zygmund (2), Chapter I I I , § ard its consequences. 
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and 
(3.1.2) ( f c -n+1 ) ^ r 
From (3.1.1), (3.1.2) and (2.2.1), we have 
i=0 i=0 r i=r \i=n-kl/ 
r k=n \ i=k-n+l I J 
/t=o r 
Given e>0 , we choose r so large that Ajr<fj2 and then choose n so 




for large n. Hence the result. 
n 
LEMMA 2. Let D„{t)--=\-\- S cosvt, 
V = 1 
then for k^n, we have 
Proof. Since 
28 SARI.\JL\Z U M A R 
we have, 
' i-n 2 ^ 2 
i 2 
k + A+2 
\k-n\-\-= 1 /t ;;; 
This proves the lemma. 
3-2. J^roof of the theorem. 
Proof of (2.1.1)(i). By (1.2.3) over the interval 
the result follows, the term by t -ttii integration being justified by virtue of 
the condition (1.1.1) (ii). 
Proof of (2.1.2). We have, fur any n and k and K>k, 
t I 
By virtue of conditions (1.1.1) ( i' .md ',1.1.3) it follows that 
I i 
Also, by repeated partial sjrrjnation 
i- o 
Hence, by the first part of (3.1.1, and (2.2.1), we have 
(3.2.1) V + 
( «• 
<1 
i 0 I J 
Now, by two partial summations, 
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= i; since for t^O, (1), as k->co. 
k=o 
Also as Max | costu® 6(8>0), by Lemma 1, the result follows. 
Proof of (2.1.1)(ii). Since 
A ; ( < )= lim Ve 
J V — ^ c o U - O i = V 
V - l (O 
i = 0 i-V 
so that 
0 i=0 0 k~V 





= 0(1), as proved in (3.2.1). 
L3=0((n+1)|ZIA„, v!) = 0(v|/IA„, v|) = 0 (1), 
by (3.2.1). 
From Lemma 2, we have, since 
I- n—K i=n-kl 
I fc—n-i-l) 
if n<k. 
i-V . 0 
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t.= v \i f-k 1/ 
by hypothesis. 
This completes the proof of t' e thef>rcm. 
Finally, I am thankful to Prof. J. A. Siddiqi for his help in the pre-
paration of this paper. 
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l ^X t.@t A « ^ I n f i a l t © mat f i x o^ r a a l 
or coaplex nuaibers euch that for s l l n 
m 
( i ) I m€ Hi) I i < 
F o r B g i v e n I n f i n i t y ser ies - Z xi^ ,^ l e t 
fl". 
I f l i s or © S W)^  Rai^  that the t : «r lo jr S % is znwtzhXo 
c A > t o 
I f 
BO k > n, 
thra A « is «al3©d a triaagalai- snatris. 
L e t ^ ( H ) tea p e r l o i i c f w i e t l c m v l t h p e r i o d [?ir 
Irst^gr j^blo in t h e senso o f Lebesg-ais o v e r the 
i£ i t® rva l ( • f f f f ) 3.©t i t ® F o u r i e r tjo c l v u n 
t fl» 
f < ' - ) 'tf ^ ^ ^ ^ Caa • b„ s l i m s ) 
8 ® " n 
Tho ( A ) means of t h e Fourier c o j l e i ; i n 
I ^ ly^M » ( ajj s late) . 
- 2 -
We write 
^ ( t ) « fCx^-t) t f ( x - t ) -2f(x)^ 
t 
<§(t) = I I 9(u)|du. 
o < , 
We say that ( A ) is Fourier-ef-^ectiire i f 
(T^Cx) f ( x ) at a l l points of Lebesgue set and 
uniformly to f ( ' 0 in an interval where f ( x ) is 
continuous, 
1,2 Generalizing the previous results of Hi l le 
and Tamarkin [ 3 ] and ^ikolsky [ 9 ] regarding the 
Fourier-effectiveness^Sz,-I?agy [14] proved the followjng 
theorem for triangular matrix ( A ) , 
Theorem At If 
( i ) lim 4 = 1 
l A ^ V k l < c , k«o i^n-k i 
If-
then ( A ) method is Fourier-effective. 
In Chapter I I of the present thesis, we prove the 
following theorem for general matrix ( A ) which extends 
the result of Sz,-Hagy, I t may be remarked that our 
theorem also extends various results given in Zygamnd's 
T rig CHI ome tr ie series £l5j(chapter I I I f 2 and i ts 
consequaice^ 
. 3 -




S ( k - a n ) ( t ^n kl < A 
for a l l riy them the regular matrix ( A ) ^s Fourier* 
e f fect ive . 
2,1 We d<ffiote by C^ ®^^ the class of a-rr - periodic 
functionswhich are m-times dif ferent la ble. Given any 
positive sequence [J^ j^] we denote by C^ g^^ J the class 
of 2'r-periodic Inf initely differentiable fiinction^f(x) 
such that 
1 A x ) I < A t ° M , t a t ( f ) . 
In Chapter I I I we obtain the following two 
theorems m Fourier coeff ic ients which completely 
characterize the classes and C fK l , mi * 
(m) 
Theorem 2. I f . . f (x ) belongs to C , then 
m- i i - i r c® ' P n " P 2 ^ ^ ^ ( j a j ^ l ) j P < o o f o r l < p < 2 
and I 
P.l'r' 
i i i . ^ I ^ ^ " for p > 2 
1 1 IJI«» <«"• ^ oo 
(211) P 
k=n 
Tc P P i 
< 00 
- 4 -
then f ( x ) bfeXonga to c^®'^^ 1 < P < 
Theorem I f f i r ) belongsj^ ^ ^ 
c o 
t k=n - . . . 
for 1 < p < 2, and 
1 
•m , oo p p 
Tin) t S (^aa + \ W <oo ftoT p > 2 
/k=n . . • 
conyersely^ i f 
O jL X 
^ 2 ia*i P P 
(atl) 2 P (laj^l ^Ibj^j )j p < oo 
then f ( x ) belongs to for 1 < p < co , where 
n® 
T(n) = isax ~ • 
^^ \ 
SA*jm.S 
3,1 A series S % partial soriog (s^ )^ 
is said to be absolutely summable by triangular 
means ( A ) or simply summable | A [ i f T^^ ]^ is a 
sequence of boJnded variation, where-
° J , ^ = '•n.k -
and A is a triangular matrix. 
Writing X^^ j^  = , p^ « - wher^ 
t^nl ^ sequence of real or complex numbers we get 
summability jNpj , 
- 5 -
A series S u^ is said to be sumaiable |A|jj., k> 1 
i f the series S VL^ y^  is convergent, for o < x < 1 and 
i t s sum-functlon f ( x ) satisf ies the condition: 
1 k-1 k 
X (1 - x) I f » ( x )| dx <«> [ 1 ] , 
o 
I f we take k = 1 ve have the well known method of 
absolute suramability, namely, summability |A|. 
In Chapter I? we f i r s t extend the definition of 
absolute triangular summability to indices »c< , r. 
Thus we shall say that th^series S iJij^  is sumnablc 
o<lj. , 0, c<> l , r > 1 i f 
irt ' +r -1 ) r 
S K \ Tn-il < . 
For r « 1, Y « 0 vje get summability | A ) while for 
p If 
X a we have a g«ieralization of the summability 
[Npj which we denote as INpj'YjC^I^, 
After introducing the new definiticn we haf« 
obtained a number of results concerning suioinability 
l A ^ y , which generalize some of the known 
results due to McFadden [ 7 ] and Hears [ 8 ] . We have 
also examined the relaticai between the summability 
jA||j and the summability 1 Np, Y , <?( | In this direction 
rf < 
we have proved the following theorem. 
- t> -
Theorem 4. Let be a regular Norlund transformation P 
a s l . 
a k 
S Pj, X 
I f S u^ is summable | Np, Y , o( ^ 
o 
is uniformly bomded. then S u^ Is summable 
lAli, , k > l . 
I t is clear that this theorem includes as 
special case for k « 1 , = 0 is- the following 
theorem of McFadden [ 7 j . 
Theorem Bs Let Np be a regular Norlund transformation. 
I f S Un is summable (Np| and the sequence is 
uniformly of bounded variation then S Uj^  is summable 
1 A} . 
4-l.In Chapter V we prove the following theorem on 
triangular nethod of sunraability. 
Ifeeorsm_5, I f A be a regular method of summability 
such that 
• logptt 
positive increasing sequence and 
logpH = log log log logn 
and 
llci n o 
n-^ c5o I S A*^  X I ^ 0. 
k=o 
I f p^ 
^ ^ T k c|(t) = o( as t o , T = [ - - ] 
^T -k 
then the Fourier series of f ( t ) at t « x is sumaableCA) 
to fCx). 
I t may be remarked that our theorem for p = 
and pi, = ' generalizes the previous results due 
^ kn 
to Siddiqi £13J and Iyengar [ 6 ] . We have also deduced 
frc^ our theorem certain criterion for generalised 
Hamonic sumnability of a Fourier series « 
5,1. Let f (x ) be a non-negative monotonic function 
W"ich tends to zero as x tends to -aeW, defined on the open 
half l ine and which behaves, as x o in such a way 
that 
1 
S X f ( x ) dx < OO , 
+0 
I t is well known that under such conditions the iaproper 
integral 
c o 
F( t ) = X f ( x ) sinxt dx is convergent; and 
+o 
F ( t ) > 0 ^ 
Hartman and. Wlntner £2] proved that the above 
assumptloas on f ( x ) imply that 
F ( t ) ^ 
l i n — = I X f ( x ) dx , 
t-^o t '^O 
In Chapter VI we obtain a gwierallzation of the 
above resxilt by proving the following theorem. 
fheorem 6. I f f ( x ) and are positive for a l l 
positive lar^e x, and 4'(x) stead^y increases to 
Inf in i ty as x tends to inf ini ty such that 
ysMx 
S < c o 
a T ( x ) 
for a suff iciently large a and i f 
for a l l X and with a £ x < 
k 
f ( x , ) < f ( x ) 
3. t ( x ) 
k being a positiveconstant^ ^hen 
exists for 0 < t < oo an<jL 
F ( t ) CO 
l lE = X X f (x)dx, 
t-Vo t +0 
provided that f ( x ) o as x -t «> , and ^—- — » 
A. 
I X f (x)dx < oo . 
9 -
A series S u^ is caid ta surasable 
Ic > 1 if S - fl^.il^ f 
^ is the noau of S Cmcerning the 
n • 
EW^mability fact^irs of Fourier scries Hsiang[A]has 
proved the following theoreia. 
fheoreia Bt If; 
t t 
f ( t ) « X I f(tt)(du « 0( 
l o g ^ 
then the scries 
oa 
Z 
is suffi:-able tC,l| for c > o , 
Xn Chapter VI I we obtained a generalization of the 
above theorem, we f i r s t generalise the alDo>ve res'^t 
for smaaability jC^lJ^; k > 1 and then prove that 
the function (log In Hsiang*s theortm can be 
replaced by a wider class of functions Z<t ) , 5ur 
results are as followst 
gheorea 7. I f 
t 
^ ( t ) s 0( — a 8 t - » ^ k > l 
(log k 
then the series « 
is emaaable jC,ljj£ for every fc > « * 
- ro -
fheorem 8. Let :;fXt) be a positive monotonlc Increasing 
fiinctlqa of t . such "fthat 
(1 ) Zit) « e ( l ) , t - o 
( i i ) Z<t ) log as t 0 
t 
( i l l ) t Z ( t ) i ® g - | - « o ( X ( t ) ) 
and 
CO 1 Z M k 
z — r 2 <«> k> 1, S> o 
ti=l a ( l o g n f - I 
then the series 
Ajj(x) 
neg (logn)^^*^ 
is summable jC^ljj^ for every c > o . 
We have a l s « obtained the analogou^s theorems for 
/Jeyuia 
the conjugate^ of Fourier series* 
In Chapter VI I I we prove the following theorem 
concerning iC, l j j j summability factors of in f in i t e series 
which generalizes various results due to Pati [10,11] 
Ifeahar [ 6 j and 'Prasad and Bhatt £12] . 
Theorem 9. J f is a convex sequence such ^hat 
s < oo 
- 11 -
k 
I J j fE l s oClogn^n) , n 
1 P 
where Is a positive non-decreaging, sequence such that 
f-^-] is a convex sequence and 
n Vj^  logn A ( ^ ^ ) = 0(1) , n-^oo^ 
then 2 Is sumtmble , k > 1 , 
- 1. -
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